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nalysis Of Election Results Shows
epublican Party In Trouble For '/1
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
After seeing the South Viet-
lamese soldiers kicking and
hitting the North Vietnamese
prisoners on TV the other day,
we came to the conclusion that
the whole lot are a pretty sor-
ry bunch of people.
Nowhere on earth does one find
such a respect, for the individ-
ual as a person, as he does in
America.
We realise of course that there's
a war going on.
On February 24, 1927 in the
Murray Ledger, the Capitol
Theatre advertised a Buster
Keaton comedy, and the fourth
chapter of "Fighting with Buf-
falo Bill".
In the same ad for the follow-
ing Monday and Tuesday they
planned to show Quo Vadis
with Emil Jennings.
Gaon?' G. Clark wanted to buy
30 little, mules.,
In the some issue the Murray
Motor Company advertised they
would trade cars for livestock.
Fresh country eggs IlIrers ad-
vertised at 18c per damn, and
beef roast at 10c per pound.
t
'
vets' Murrayans were leav-
to attend the National Edu-
t on Association meeting in
Lisa Arnor.g them were Dr
W. Carr and Miss Pearl
Jordan of the Murray Normal
faculty, Harry Dulaney, Presi-
dent R. T. Wells of Murray
Ncrrtnal.
The Bon Ton Cafe urged folks
to "Try Our French Dip Cof-
fee". T. L. Smith was the pro-
rrietor.
The Murray Motor Company,
advertised tires from $5.95 to
$8.75.
"The most Beautiful Chevro!et
in Chevrolet History" was ad-
vertised by Farmer-Purdom Mo-
tor Company. The Touring or
Roadster at $525, The Coach at
095, The Coupe at $625, The
Sedan at $695, The Sport Cab-
riolet at $715 and the Landau
at $745. The one-ton truck sold
for $495 and half-ton at $395.
The Ledger's Business Review
Page included the Johnson-
Hood Furniture Compary,
Thornton Drug Company,
Brown Feed Company, Gilbert-
Doran Funeral Home, Clarence
Saunders Grocery, Miller Clea-
ners, Peoples Barber Shop,
Wear Drug Company, C. 0.
Beech Grocery, Farmer-Purdom
Motor Company, Cable & Bea-
man Service Company, Murray
Laundry, Hood-Moore Lumber
Company, Beale & Neblett dis-
tributors of Murray Beauty
Bread, Murray Motor Company.
The J. II. Churchill Funeral
Home (forty years to house of
service), the Bank of Murray
were the only two we can re-
cognize today. E. S. Diuguid
was president of the Bank of
Murray, Ben , Grogan, vice-pre-
sident, W S Swann. vice-presi-
(Continued on Page Eight)
ifEATHER REPORT
United rrees International
West Kentucky — Sunny and
a little warmer today and Fri-
iay. Clear and cool tonight.
Highs today 64 to 70, lows to-
night 38 to 46. Highs Friday in
the 70s.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a. m. 354.4,
statibnary; below dam 301.5,
down 0.2. No gates open
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354 3,
down 0.2; below dam 303 4,
down 0.2.
Sunset 4 56. sunrise 6.26
Moon rose 1 51 a m
By DREW VON BERGEN
LOUISVILLE Ky. ilia — The
Republican Party in Kentucky
is in trouble.
Despite reassurances from
Gov. Louie B. Nunn that Tues-
day's election results "must be
considered a victory," the out-
look for the GOP as it he-ads
toward the 1971 gubernatorial
campaign is less than hearten-
ing.
FACT 1—Fayette County
which gave Nunn a 6,000-vote
majority over Democrat Henry
Ward in 1967, went Democrat
solidly, and with it went one-
time popular Judge Joe John-
son.
FACT 2--Jefferson County
which gave Nunn a 3,000-vote
margin in his 1967 race. also
threw cart Republican incum-
bents, with a marked exception
of a Cornmonwealth'is attorney
not aligned with Nunn.
FACT 3 — While Republican
managed to hold onto 14 seats
in the state Senate against the
Democrats' 24, they lost 15 seats
in the House of Representa-
tives, giving the Democrats a
72-28 margin.
While Jefferson and layette
counties do not necessarily re-
flect the state as 'a whole both
are areas which Republicans
must 'count on in a statewide
race.
With Democrat Judge Todd
Hollenbach and Louisville May-
or Frank Burke in charge and
corresponding patronage, the
GOP's 6,000-vote margin in Jef
ferson County could easily be
wiped out. Fayette County, un-
der Democrat Judge Robert Ste-
phens also could go into the
Democratic column.
A strong bid by the Nunn ad-
ministration to oust Sen. C.
Gibson Downing, D-Lexington,
failed, despite an expensive and
well-organised campaign.
Most important of all is the
momentum. The Democrats now
have it and will take every
measure available to keep it
through 1971.
The most likely spot the Dem-
ocrats will choose for this is in
the 3rd Congressional District
of Louisville next year. Incum
bent Republican William 0.
Cowger who rarely sees eye-ta-
eye with Nunn, will be up for
re-election.
With a Democratic adminis-
tration in Louisville, and added
jobs for Louisville citizens in
the Democratic county govern-
ment, the Democratic standard
bearer in the 3rd District stands
at least a 50-50 chance of win-
ning.
Early rumbling indicate state
Sen. Romano L. Mazzoli, who
was defeated by Burke in a
three-way primary Last May,
will seek the spot. Results of
Tuesday's election, however,
are sure to swell that category..
In the 6th District of central
Kentucky, where Republicans
have talked of a comeback late-
ly, the Fayette outcome m ay:
have sealed their fate for ano-
ther two years.
Another aspect of Tuesday's
election, was the virtual elimi-
nation of two bright young Re-
publican officeholders as possi-
ble GOP gubernatorial nominees
in 1971—Fayette County Judge
Joe Johnson and state Auditor
(Continued on Page Eight)
Schultz Is
Elected To
State Post
Fred Schultz, Supt. of Mur-
ray Public Schools, was elected
vice chairman of the Kentucky
Committee of the Southern As
sociation at the annual fall
meeting of the Committee held
in Lexington, Ky., on Monday
Named as chairman was Louis
H. C. Laukhuf of the Jefferson
County School system.
Three members of the Coin-
mite with longterm service on
the Committee, Robert E. Stev-
enson, Supt. of Russellville City
Schools, Custer Reynolds, vice
president, Asbury College, and
Paul Trimble, principal of the
Paintsville, Ky., High School,
were presented certificates for
meritorious service with the
Committee.
The awards were made by Dr.
Morris Cierley, University of
Kentucky, Executive Secretary
of the Kentucky Committee.
A/1C John Larson
Is Awarded Medal
BARKSDALE, AFB, Le. —
Airman First Class John Lar-
son, son of Mrs. Edwin Larson,
105 So. 14th Street, Murray,
Ky., has been presented the
Air Force Commendation Me-
dal in ceremonies at Barksdale
AFB, La.
Airman Larson was presented
the award for "Meritorious SOT
1140e 10 the itpublic of Vietnam
from 24 June 1968 to 25 June
1969."
Presenting the award to Air-
man Larson was Col. James
Hall, Commander of the 2nd
Recommaissance Technical Squ-
adron. Larson is presently serv
ing as an Air Intelligence Spec-
ialist with the squadron.
Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
In the past several years I
have had six incidents where
I have had to deal with insur-
ance companics. I have heard
and read of so many complaints
in regard to settlement of in-
surance claims. In my line of
work I perhaps hear more than
the average person.
I thought I would write this
letter in defense of insurance
with no particular company in
mind.
My first incident was with
State Farm in 1955. I had a
wreck down in Georgia. Wasn't
my fault, but was sued for
$25,000 by the man I had the
(Continued on Page Eight)
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
A standard automobile stor-
age battery loses about 35 per
cent of its efficiency at 32 de-
grees and is only about 40 per
cent effective at zero degrees.
City Police Chief Jamie Pk Brown, left and Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent
Marvin Baker of Louisville, right are shown yesterday as a class got underway at the Mur-
ray City Hall for pollee In this area. The class yesterday was on the technique and mech-
anics of arrest. Today a class wIl be held on the handling of evidence. Local police officers
are attending the FBI sponsored school as well as MSU Security Police, and police officers
from surrounding towns. (Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
T. R. Killebrew
Dies Tuesday At
Fulton Hospital
Thomas Raymon Killebrew,
age 78, a retired farmer of Ful-
ton Route Three, died Tues-
day at 11:30 a.m. at the Fulton
Hospital following an 'extended
illness.
Born in Calloway County on
July 4, 1891, he was the son of
the late Mary Elizabeth Gilbert
and Thomas Killebrew. He was
a member of the Primitive Bap-
tist Church and was a resident
of Weakley County prior to
moving to Fulton Route Three.
A member of the American
Logi boa _averved._sirilli. oaf
U.S. Army during World W
I. He and nis wife celebrated
their golden wedding anniver-
sary on October 12.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lubbie Nabors Killebrew; three
daughters. Mrs. Frieda Perk-
ins of Memphis, Tenn., Mrs.
Tommy Pursell of Louisville,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Barham of
Chicago, Ill ; one son, Billy Joe
Killebrew of Louisville; two
sisters, Mrs. Dollie McGuire of
Brighton, Iowa, and Mrs. Allie
Roberts of Water Valley; twelve
grandchildren; one great grand-
child.
Funeral services were held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home, Ful-
ton, with Rev. Charles Jobe
officiating. Interment was in the
Obion County Memorial Gar-
dens.
Theft Of Money Is
Reported At Hut
A theft of money from The
Hut, located at North 15th and
Olive Streets, was reported to
the Murray Police Department
on Tuesday at 6:40 a. m.
Jack Ward, owner of The Hut,
said that missing were nine dol-
lars in halves, nine rolls of
pennies, a one dollar bill, and
assorted pennies, dimes, nick-
els, and quarters, according to
the police report.
ALUMNI liECEPTrallt — Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bittington, Isturtay, chat with Elr. 'Parrett
C. Pogue, director of the George C. Marshall Foundation, Arlington, Va., and a graduate of
Murray State University, at an alumni Homecoming reception at "Oakhurst," home of Mur-
ray President and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks follow ing the Murray-Eastern Kentucky football game
November 1.
Apollo 12
TV Shows To
Be In Color
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —
Apollo 12's astronauts will teie
vise their walks on the moon
in color. It will mean a clearer
and more spectacular show for
millions on earth
The decision to carry the
newly-modified color camera on
'oi 14 flight waa mad
armor • three-it
test showed no signs of the
black interference that marred
earlier testing.
Mis ion commander Charles
"Pete Conrad Jr. said the color
television camera should reduce
the "ghosts and phantoms" that
appeared from the Apollo 11
astronauts' black and white ca-
mera during their moonwalk in
July.
"We didn't pick the color be-
cause it looked pretty," Con-
rad said recently. "We picked
the color because it gives the
best motion resolution."
Conrad and Alan L. Bean are
to land on the moon's Ocean of
Storms Nov 19 while Richard
ii'. Gordan remains in lunar or-
bit. The two surface explorers
arekto spend 32 hours on the
moon and conduct two 354.
hour excursions from their
spacecraft.
The camera will show Con-
rad's first step on to the Ocean
of Storms and it will show
nuch of the pilots' activities
as they go about exploring the
bleak crater-scarred surface.
Geologists will use the pictures
to direct the astronauts' collect-
ing rocks.
The 12-pound instrument has
been to the moon once before—
in the Apollo 10 command ship
that circled the moon in May.
To be used with the landing
craft on the lunar surface, the
camera had to be modified and
that was when it developed
troubles.
The first tests of the re-
worked color camera with the
Apollo 12 lunar module Intre-
pid turned up black interfer-
ence. Officials then feared 'the
camera would have to be
grounded and a black a n d
white camera was installed in
the spacecraft.
But the color unit was shipp-
ed back to the Westinghouse
factory in Baltimore, modified
again, and then returned to the
Cape for two successful tests.
RUMMAGE SALE
A ruitimage clearance sa'e
with items one•half price that's
marked on the garment will be
held in the basement of the
Chestnut Street Tabenia le
starting at seven a.m. on Sat-
urday, November 8.
THREE CITED
10,000th Phone Is
Installed By Co-Op
The Wag. Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative, which
serves subscribers in Calloway,
Graves, Carlisle, Hickman, and
Marshall counties in Kentucky,
and Henry anci Weakley count-
ies in' Tennessee, reached a
milestone this week by install-
ing its 10,000th telephone.
Recipients of the coopera-
tive's 10,000th telephone were
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Ballard,
who reside on Fancy Farm
Route 2. The Ballards. who nev-
er have had a telephone with
the co-op before, are quite
pleased and aiready are putt-
to good use.
P. L. Finks, gionorel mensger
of the cooperative, has announc-
ed the Ballards will receive lo-
cal service absolutely free for
one year by virtue of having the
10,000th co-op telephone in
their home.
The cooperative was charter-
ed in July, 1951 and received
its first loan of $1,485,000 from
the Rural Electrification Ad-
ministration in September,
1952. The first two exchanges
of the co-op went into service
in December, 1955.
Since that time the coopera-
tive has experienced tremend-
ous growth, as reflected by the
installation of the 10,000th tele-
phone at the home of the Bal-
lards this week. .
Autcmatic numbering identi-
fication will be installed in all
the exchanges in 1971. (When
you dial direct the operator
will not ask for your number;
the equipment will record it
automatically.)
Norman Culpepper
North Viet Troops
Within 1000 Yards
Green Beret Camp
AOPi Pledges Six
Girls From Murray
Six freshman coeds fro
Murray have been pledged by
Alpha Omicron Pi social soror-
ity at Murray State University.
They are: Mary Matarazzo,
Cindi Alexander, Debbie Ed-
monds, Glenda Doran, Suzan
Kennedy, and Debbie Luther.
Miss Matarazzo, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs S. M. Matarazzo of
1602 Keenland Drive, is an ele-
mentary education major. She
was elected pledge class trea-
surer and is a member of the
Association for Childhood Edu-
cation.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Alexander of 1320 Wells Blvd.,
Miss Alexander is a physical
education major. She is serving
as zip officer of her pledge
class.
A biology major with a minor
in chemistry is Miss Edmonds,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Edmonds of 502 Meadow Lane
She is pledge class secretary.
Miss Doran, an art major, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Doran of Route 1.
Majoring in elementary edu-
cation is Miss Kennedy, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack B.
Kennedy.
Serving as vice-president of
her pledge class and as pan-
hellenic representative, is Miss
Luther, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cal Luther of 1509 John-
son. She is a business major
with a minor in marketing.
These six coeds ars among 22
to pledge Alpha Omicron Pi
during the all pledging pro-
ram. Delta Omega chapter of
0131 was installed at Murray
tate in 1960
Two Local Girls
In Home Ec Club
Phybis Nanny and Ellen Wat-
son of the Murray area have
been initiated into the Home
Economics Club at Murray
State University.
Miss Nanny, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Phillip Dixon Mitchell
of Crestwood Drive, is a jun-
ior home economics major. She
is also a member of Sigma Sig-
ma Sigma social sorority.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Watson of Lynn Grove,
Miss Watson is a freshman ma-
joring in home economics.
Norman Culpepper
Resigns As Pastor
Of Memorial Church
Bro. Norman Culpepper has
resigned as pastor of Memorial
Baptist Church effective Nov-
ember 3, 1969.
He has returned to Parkview
Baptist Church. Jackson, Tenn.,
to serve as pastor.
Bro. Culpepper came to Me-
morial July 1, 1968. Since that
time the church has had more
than two hundred additions to
its membership, purchased pro
perty on North 10th Street to
enlarge the parking lot, added
a second session to the church
kindergarten, and grown in all
spiritual areas, according to a
church spokesman.
On Monday evening, Novem-
ber 3, the church met for a fel-
lowship dinner honoring Bro
and Mrs. Culpepper and son,
Timmy. A large crowd was pre-
seat and the church presented
them a silver coffee and tea
service as a small token of
their appreciation for them.
The church is very apprecia-
tive of the service rendered by
Bro. Culpepper and his family
and they pray the Lord's bless-
ings upon them in their new
field of service, a church spok-
sman said.
Three persons via= cated. by
the Murray Police_ Department
on Wednesday. They' were. for
reckless driving, assault and
battery, and disorderly conduct
RESCUE SQUAD CALLED
The Murray Rescue Squad
was callei to a fire at the Grady
Stubblefield home near N e w
Concord this morning at 8:30
but the fire had been put out
by the time the truck reached
the scene.
CORRECTION
The interest increase annoura
cod by Murray Branch of Hop-
kinsville Federal Savings and
Loan Association on $1.000_ Ver:
traiicates is effective on January.
1, 1970 and not June 1, as ad-
vertised yesterday. This inter
est rate is five and one-fourth
per cent.
WIVES COFFEE
The Murray State University
81c, Wives Coffee will be held
Tuesday, November 11, at ten
a. m. at the home of Sirs. Gary
Pugh. Mrs. Raymond Wright
will be cohostess.
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
gAIGON tufa — North Viet-
namese troops pushed to with-
in 1,000 yards of the endanger-
ed Green Beret camp at Dut
Lap today, attacking South Viet
namese artillerymen assigneK
to the outpost's defense.
UPI correspondent Nat Gab
son reported from the Cambo
dian border region the Cornmu
nist soldiers first fired a mor
tar barrage into the govern
ment gun hasp and then follow
ed up with a strong ground as
saint.
The South Vietnamese threv,
back the attack and reported
six guerrillas killed. The Allied
troops lost three dead and six
wounded in defending the base
one of several reported this
morning. In another develop-
ment, two guerrilla rockets kill-
ed one civilian in a hamlet nine
miles southeast of Saigon to-
in• the closest shelling to
Saigon in two months.
'Allied intelligence officers
told Gibson, the objective of the
North Vietnamese push appar
ently is Duc Lap, 120 miles
northeast of Saigon. They said
the plan ,called for a conceal
trated 10-day campaign.
The _ffensIve began last week-
end with the Communist troops
forcing the Allies to abandon
three U. S. border artillery
bases. Saigon troops have been
entrusted with the entire count-
eroffensive in a test of their
readiness to take over the war.
Gibson reported South Viet-
namese army reinforcements
pouring into the campaign in
the remote, jungled plateau
The only U. S. troops involved,
besides helicopter and fighter-
bomber pacts, are the hanCul
of Green Berets in the camps
at Bu Prang and Duc Lap.
The morning communique
from Allied headquarters listed
light fighting across the rest of
South Vietnam from Wednes-
day.
Viet Cong and North Vietna-
mese troops fired 11 overnight
rocket and raortar barrages in-
to Allied bases, including the
Nha Tra,ng airbase, recently ta-
ken over by government troops,
an the central coast. Damage
was reported as light.
Nunn Will
Testify In
Washington
FRANKFORT, Ky. VD — Gov.
Louie B. Nunn will testify in
Washington today before the
House Committee on Education
and Labor regarding the Office
of Economic Opportunity (OW)
controversy.
Nunn said he was appearing
at the 1 p. m. hearing in de-
fense of needy Kentuckians who
he feels are not being served
by the present 0E0 program.
He was in Washington Wed-
nesday to attend White House
welcome home ceremonies for
the Apollo 11 Astronauts fol-
lowing an around-the-world trip.
Nunn returned here to pre-
pare the necessary paper work
needed in presenting his case
to the committee and flew back
to Washington.
The governor's statements be-
fore the committee will concern
circumvention of congressional
intent as to the administration
of the 0E0 program in Ken-
tucky.
Also, the political activities
of those involved in the pro-
gram, the coercion of reci-
pients and others involved in
the program and the malada
ministration of 0E0 funds.
Nunn said last month in a
Washington news conference
with Rep. William J. Scherle,
R-Iowa, a member of the com-
mittee.
"In Knox County we had 3,-
100 persons on public assist-
ance rolls. Then GEO—osaasass
and $10 million later we had
6,500 persons on the rolls. We
can't afford anti-poverty pro-
grams like Nat."
RHODESIA AND REALISM
One of the reasons that Rich-
ard M. Nixon emu the Presidency
is that the Americanpeople want-
ed a more realistic foreign poli-
cy. During the Kennedy andJohn-
son years, U. S. policies over-
seas were based on emotion,
not on careful calculation of Am-
erican national interests and pro-
tection of orderly, capitalist soc-
ieties.
In some respects, the Nixon
administration has made pro-
gress toward meeting the deman-
ds of the people for a realistic
foreign policy. Some of the am-
bassadors selected are thorough-
going realists who are well equi-
pped to implement the Presi-
deret policies. The Nixon admin-
istration generally has downplay-
ed emotional considerations.
Nevertheless, there are some
areas where no significant pro-
gress has been made and where
liberal pressures on the admin-
istration apparently still have a
powerful impact.
A case in point is the Nixon
administration's handling of the
Rhodesian situation. Rhodesia is
not the biggest country in the
world, but the manner in which
relations with Rhodesia is handl-
ed is indicative of basic strere
gths and weaknesses in the ad-
ministration's conduct of forei-
gn affairs
Many supporters of Mr. Nix-
on hoped and expected that on
entering the White House he wou-
ld abandon outright the vindic-
tive policy the Johnson admin-
istration adopted with respect
to Rhodesia. Specifically, they
assumed that he would revoke
the Executive Orders under whi-
ch President Johnson prohibited
U. S. trade with Rhodesia, a
country that has offered to send
a contingent of troops to fight
the communists in Vietnam.
Many of Mr, Nixon's support-
ers have been cruelly disappoint-
ed on this score. The LBJ Exec-
utive Orders have not been re-
yoked, it's true that the actrn
istration has retained in Salts-
PAGE TWO
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THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 6. 1969
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The mercury' in Murray and Calloway County dropped to 25
last night after a warm and humid 80 which was registered yes-
ter clay.
Carman Max Parks was presented the "Mr. Woodman" award
at the family night meeting of Hazel WOW Camp 138,
Mrs. Ogden Bogard, age 65, died at her home on Murray Route
Two.
Glenn Doran, president of the Peoples Bank, was the speaker
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Hal Shipley, Murray Training School pupil, won the second
prize of $25.00 in the 1949 Student Poster Contest sponsored
by the State Fire Marshall at Frankfort.
"The Culpepper Brothers Grocery will open in Murray soon.
Will be located at 12th and Poplar", from the column "teen 8,1
Heard Around Murray".
Mr. and Mrs. Eraymon Carson announce the birth of a son barn
on November 3 at the Murray Hospital.
Murray Training School will open their basketball season on
November 15 when they play the Kirlssey Eagles.
Bible Thought for Today
And ye became followers of us, and of the Lord... So that
ye were ensarnples to all that believe in Macedonia and Achaia.
—1 Thessalonians 1.6-7.
The church at Thessalonica had learned the great lesson that
Christianity is caught and not taught. Action is more important
than words.
SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial
A MAN WHO BELIEVED IN AMERICA
bury, capital of Rhodesia, the
U. S. consul, over the object-
ion of militant liberals who have
made an emotional cause of hum-
iliating and destroying Rhodesia.
Yet there is no assurance wh-
atever that the U. S. Consul
will be permanently retained in
Rhodesia, let alone that the Un-
ited States will recognize Rhod-
esia as an independent, sover-
eign nation.
On the contrary, there was dis-
maying evidence in recent weeks
that the Nixon administration is
bowing to the fanatical liberals
who want to cripple Rhodesia
because it is a symbol of stable,
civilized government on the Af-
rican continent.
Assistant Secretary of State
David D. Newsom, testifying be-
fore a House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee, said the United
States "is giving full support"
to U. N. sanctions against Rhod-
esia. He added that "we have con-
tinued to recognize British sov-
ereignty in Rhodesia and regard
the Smith regime as illegal."
This is an extremely unfortun-
ate and disturbing statement. It
is completely counter-productive
to constructive foreign policy
moves made by the administra-
tion. There's no basis in realism
for joining in the crusade of the
Afro-Asian U. N. bloc against
Rhodesia. France, Germany, Jae
pan and other solid, progressive
states are busily trading with
Rhodesia. Giant Japanese ore
carriers regularly transport Rh-
odesian chrome, in defiance of
U. N. edicts and the British
naval blockade in the Mozam-
bique Channel of Africa's east
coast. Rhodesia has been self-
governing and self-supporting
since 1923. It has been indepen-
dent since 1965, and there is no
sign that the U.N. trade ban
will crack Rhodesian spirits—
no more than the British assau-
lt on the 13 American colonies
crushed the colonists' determin-
ation to be independent of the
British Crown.
Assistant Secretary Newsom's
arks lu lite- cenielst
subcommittee were absurd to
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
INSTITUTE RESEARCH
RANGES BROAD FRONT
By John Eberhart, Ph.D.
Scientific Director
National Institute of
Mental Health
Mental health research has
been going on in the National
Institute of Mental Health since
its establishment in April 1949.
Long before that, there were
studies of mental illness in the
Public Health Service, parent
organization of the Institute. In
1904, for example, Dr. Thomas
W. Salmon was assigned to
Ellis Island to examine mental
illness among immigrants to
America.
But it was not until the In-
stitute was organized that a
broad program of research was
planned, to be conducted by
staff scientists as well as to be
supported by grants to institu-
tions and researchers outside
government.
The Institute's research pro-
gram has the ultimate goal of
developing effective therapy for
mental illness and of discover-
ing the nature of those proc-
esses which are intimately in-
volved in the maximal realiza-
tion of man's creative potential.
The need for our broad pro-
gram of research reflects the
fact that mental disorders. un-
like infectious diseases, appear
to have their roots in the subtle
and complex processes of life
experience, of heredity, and of
body chemistry.
Basic studies in psychology.
neurophysiology, neuroendocri-
nology, chemistry, genetics, and
sociology are essential to gain-
ing an understanding of the
underlying causes of mental
diseases. Thus, our program
ranges widely in scope and
character.
Psychologists, sociologists,
psychiatrists and other re-
searchers are pursuing the
fundamental problems of learn-
ing and perception, of early de-
velopment, and of aging. In
wards and clinical laboratories,
psychiatrists and psychologists
are making progress in studies
of schizophrenia, depression,
and adolescent emotional be-
havior.
Despite the progress being
made in our laboratories and
in many others, the necessary
and sufficient conditions for de-
velopment of mental illness are
still unknown. Nor can we yet
specify the conditions in life
which produce the highest
level of mental health, vigor,
and effectiveness.
But studies in genetics, in
early and later child develop-
ments, in the nervous systems,
in body processes' underlying
body chemistry, in the inter-
action in families and larger
social groups—all are contribut-
ing significant findings which
will help to provide this needed
information.
From such studies will come
improved methods of diagnosis
and treatment, more accurate
knowledge of causes, and.
finally, wass to prevent the
oc&rrence of the widespread
forms of disability known as
mental illness
'Silent Majority'
Call Pleases Nunn
FRANKFORT tUPD: Gov. Louie 'B.
Nunn expressed concurrence with Presi-
dent Nixon's approach to the Vietnam
war as voiced in the President's nation-
wide televised address Monday night.
In a telegram prepared to send to the
, White House today, Nunn said he shares
the President's deep concern for the
younger brothers and sisters of men who
are fighting in Vietnam as well as those
who are seeking peace.
The governor said he agrees with Nix-
on's confidence in the "silent majority"
but fears demonstrators will succeed in
"drowning out the voice of reason" if this
silent majority does not rally in support
of national policy,
Larry Van Noose, press secretary to
Nunn, noted that the phase "silent major-
ity." which Nixon used frequently in his
policy speech, was originated by the gov-
ernor in an April 1968 address at More-
head State University.
Hickory Man
Victim Of
Auto Crash
MAYFIELD, Ky., Nov. 5 —
James R. Gossum, 41, of Hick-
ory Rt. 1 was killed when he
was involved in a one-car traf-
fic accident at the junction of
U.S. 45 and 58 near here tonight.
Gossum was a passenger in a
car which travelled across the
intersection and crashed into an
embankment. There were no
witness to the accident, accord-
ing to coroner James Mills.
Edgar Barnhill, driver of
the auto, was admitted to Ful-
ler-Gilliam Hospital here and is
listed in serious condition, State
Police said.
Gossum s body was taken to
the Roy Lowe Funeral Home in
Lowes.
The moon's diameter mea-
sures about a fourth that of
earth. its volume a ktieth, and
its mass about a hundredth.
THURSDAY — NO‘'EMBER 6, 19t,g
OLDEST ENLISTED man on ac-
tive duty in the armed forces
was Howard R Davis. 72.
Columbus. Ohio, when he
hung up his uniform for the
last time on retirement this
November. Davis enlisted in
1916. during World War I
REDUCES FEES
WASHINGTON (UPI) —A
federal program of bonding
employed former convicts has
shown such a low rate of
defaults the bonding company
involved has reduced its fees by. 
60 per cent.
The Labor Department said
that of 1,738 former prisoners
bonded under the program
begun in 1966, only 27 defaulted.
As a result, the United Bonding
Co. of Indiana dropped its rate
for the Labor Department from
an average $42 per year to
$16.80 for each $1,000 bond.
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Vietnam Objectives Achieved, Dr.---Lowery Tells Lions Club
ur. C. S. Lowery, a retired
Murray State University profes-
sor, suggested in a speech ,
Tueaday that the time may have
arrived for the United States to
withdraw its troops from Viet-
nam.
"Our objectives in that war
may have been achieved," Dr.
Lowery told a luncheon meeting
of the Paducah Downtown Lions
Club. "China and Russia have
been separated. The Chinese
push into Southeast Asia may
have been stopped. Our naval
and air forces may be safely an-
chored in Singapore 'for what-
ever work there is to be done in
-
them there parts.' "
"Maybe we should pull out,"
Dr. Lowery said.
Asgociated with Murray State
since 1925, Dr. Lowery retired in
June 1903 after serving as the
head of the social sciences de-
partment for many years. He
aolds degrees both from the Um-
versity of Kentucky and Har-
vard University.
"It all started on March 12,
1945," Dr. Lowery said, "when
President Truman recommended,
that Congress appropriate $400
million to assist Greece and
Turkey resist Communist ag-
gression."
The Crittenden County native
then proceeded through.a chron-
ological history of U.S. involve-
ment in foreign affairs that in-
cluded the creation of the Mar-
shall Plan, the formation of the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organi-
zation, and the Korean War.
"Came 1965 . . .", Dr. Lowery
continued. "Saigon was falling,
losing a battalion of troops a
day. Peking and Hanoi were tell-
ing everyone that Thailand was
next, The Patriotic Front and
guerrilla operations were to start
within a year. Sukarno, the
Communist president. of Indo-
--Testa-;-, '7. Was pufting Pressure
on Malaysia, Northern Borneo,
and Singapore. Sukarno, in con-
junction with Peking, launched
attacks against the common
enemy—the United States. They
even proclaimed a 'Jakarta-
Peking Axis.' "
There ensued in Indonesia
what Dr. Lowery described as
"the most fantastic bloodletting
orgy in 'history," a struggle for
control of that country between
the Communist and non-Com-
munist forces.
anyone who knows conditions in
Africa. For example, he saidthat
the administration's policy was
designed to head off "increased
racial tensions and possibly wie
Council 'despread violence."
For years, liberals have been
predicting an explosion in South-
ern Africa, but it hasn't taken
place. The explosions have come
in the unstable, disorderly re-
gimes elsewhere in Africa. With-
in recent days the president of
Somalia, a leftist state on the
Horn of Africa, was assassinat-
ed. Libya, in North Africa, rec-
ently joined the socialist Arab
bloc and is forcing the 11. S.
to remove its air base facilit-
ies. Nigeria, in West Africa,
is the scene of incredibly blood
tribal war, with the Biatrans
threatened with extinction.
Rhodesia, on the other hand,
is a land of tranquility and pro-
gress. Both white and black Rho-
desians enjoy the blessings of
peace and intelligent, free enter-
prise government.
The United States stands to
gain from a world community
of stable nations Rhodesia is
one of them, The Nixon admin-
istration, aware of the threats
to civilized government and sta-
bility overseas and at home,
shOilld recognize Rhodesia. It
shottldPermirieliewal of a Dor-
mal trade with the Rhodesians.
For one thing, such a renewal
would free the U. S. of &pea
deuce on Russian chrome ore.
The handling of the Rhodesian
situation is, therefore, an im-
portant test of the Nixon ad-
ministration's Commitment to
realism.
Small litt‘ent---1.- big
NEW YORK ((Y1'1) -
The greatest number of Ameri-
can manufacturing concerns
have less than 10 employes and
do less than $100,000 worth of
business a year, according to
1)un's Market Identifiers,ra mar-
keting service of Dun &
Bradstreet.
DMI reports that 154,249
manufacturing firms have no
moire than nine employees and
86,488 sell less than 6100,000a goods. By Contrast, only,
2,486 employ more than 1,000
persons and 4,511 do more than
10.....milliersnemesls Ii-of iisinel 
each year.
MinlehIello . . . "Starry."
HIJACK CHARGES Assis-
tant Prosecutor Massimo
earn seems to be In gleeful
spirits as he goes to Queen
of Heaven jail in Rome to
have a chat with Raffaele
Minichiello. the .20-year-old
U.S. Marine who hijacked
that TWA transport clear
from Lox Angeles. The lad
faces eight charges. "Yes. I
-AM aorry," he' Said "But
happy I made it to Itatv "
It's your
Billions
100
0
ECONOMY
Commercial banks
1955 1960 1965 1161End of year
Data. Federal Reserve Board, Federal Home Loan Bank Board
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of Hut Untried States
TOTAL PERSONAL SAVING hits grown from $106 billion to
$3.52 billion since 1955. This saving flows mainly into three
kinds of institutions commercial banks, savings and loan
iissociations, and mutual savings banks. In the middle and
late fifties savings and loan associations received about half,
and commercial banks received about a third of new over-
the-counter .;avings. In the past five years, however, the
relative roles of these two kinds of institutions reversed as
banks competed vigorously for these funds. Meanwhils,
mutual savings banks. concentrated in New York and New
England, account for a stable amount of the saver's dollar.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— it is
fruitless for investors to fre
about whether a recession is
Imminent because stocks hay
already discounted the possibili-
ty of a business turndown,
Spear and Staff Inc. says. Th
Important consideration will be
the slope or rapidity of the
recovery move, and that, o
course, "tss'a function of the
administration's war with infla-
tion."
Since institutional investors
who turned bearish at the end
of the third quarter have only
two months left to recoup
earlier disasters, and since few
stocks really look as though
they could rise up from the
bottom, "it could be a
wonderful market for the
couple of dozen right stocks,"
says Hoppin Bros. & Co.
"It adds up to a simple A-B
equation where A represents
the (increasing) amount ,Igf
money seeking immediate !re
vestment in common stocks,
and B the dollar value .of a
ger IttiVy CZ-MMon
stocks both attractive and
available," the firm says,
But "by the end of 1965," Dr...
LoWery-aaid, American armed
forces were in South Vietnam
and the United States Seventh
Fleet was in the South China
Sea. The Jarkarta-Peking Axis
was broken . . New Zealand
and Australia were spared the
bloodletting that Indonesia ex-
perienced and which was prom-
ised by Sukarno and Peking."
The American intervention, Dr.
Lowery said, "may have been
the greatest life saving venture
of all time."
Akk
TO CALLS for immediate and
total withdrawal of U.S.
forces from Vietnam, Presi-
dent Nbton presents this de-
termined "No" look in the
light of his broadcast that a
course of gradual, orderly
withdrawal is his policy.
ALMANAC
By United Press international
Today is Thursday, Nov. 6,
the 310th day of 1969 with 55 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars art
Mercury, Venus and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars
and Saturn.
On this day in history: 111,
In 1860, Abraham Lincoln was
elected President.
In 1869, Rutgers beat Prix
ton, 6-4, in the first form
intercollegiate football game.
In 1953, U.S. Attorney Gener-
al Herbert Brownell charged
former President Harry Tru-
man had named Harry Dexter
White head of the International
Monetary Fund knowing he was
"a Russian spy."
In 1965, the U.S. and Cuban
Premier Castro reached agree-
ment on the orderly airlift of
4,000 Cuban refugees to the
United States each month,
---
A thought for the day:
American poet Ella Wheeler
said, "No question is ever
settled until it is settled right."
PAUL NEWMaas COOL Homo
LILI K1E ion% womPigia.iamp•
— 2nd Feature —
HE INNOCENTLY
STEALS AN ENVELOPE,
AND IT TURNS
INTO HIS DEATH
CERTIFICATE'
India Seeks
More Oil
NEW DELHI (UPI) '
A 10-year program to step up
oil production awn 3.6 million
tons to 14.6 million ions
annually has been announced
by the Oil and Natural Gas
commission of India. Ten mil-
lion tons will come from land
wells and the rest from offshore
Aareas.
* TODAY *
thru Tuesday
"A remarkable filmy', Judith Cost• NBC TV (Today Show
tataerirel L W., reseal.
AN ALLIED MOWS FILO
A I,... P•..
-Als.4 Praod.I.A0
LAT SUMMER
Features at: 1:30, 3:15, 7:30 and 9:2111R ed Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Show
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w is the time to act on
great opportunity. Every
r-worried person (man or
woman) should take advantage
of this FREE CONSULTATION.
Many users have reported not
only stopping their hair from
thinning . . but are really
growing more hair.
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated basis
from the beginning to the end
Naturally we could not give
you such a guarantee if it didn't
work.
CANT HELP
Male pattern baldness is the
cause of a great Majority of
eases of baldness and excessive
hair low, for which no method
I. effective. Ebb Hair Spec-
ialists cannot help thosir 'WHO
are slick bald after years of
gradual hair loss.
But, if you are not already
slick bald, hew can you be sure
what is actually causing your
PAGE THREE
EARLY START --- Stan Stangasser, Kent State University
gymnastics team member at Kent, Ohio, introduces his two
wide-eyed twin daughters to the parallel bars.
McClain And Cuellar  Tie
NEW YORK (UPI)-Flam-
boyant Denny McLain of the
Detroit Tigers and sceewbaner
Mike Cuellar of the Baltimore
Orioles wound up in an
unprecedented deadlock Thurs-
day for the 1969 Ameeican
League Cy Young Award.
The award, given to the
outstanding pitcher in the
league by the balloting of a 24-
man committee of the Baseball
Writers Association of America,
• was shared by the two players
when they each received 10
votes. Two writers from each
of the league's 12 cities took
part in the voting.
Jim Perry of the Minnesota
Twins received three votes and
Dave McNally of the Baltimore
Orioles got the other vote.
1
,There had never been a tie in
k history of the awards
resented by the baseball
Titars which dates back to
931 when members of the
BBWAA first started voting for
the MVP award.
McLain, who won the award
in 1968 when he posted a 31-6
record, came back with a 24-9
mark this season while Cuellar,
obtained in a trade with
Houston last season, posted a
23-11 mark for the Orioles as
they romped to the American
League pennant.
The voting took into consider-
atien only the regular-season
games and the balloting took
place before the playoffs and
the World Series. Cuellar
started the first game of the
playoffs against Minnesota and
the Orioles won although Se
didn't get the decision. Cuellar
NVOd the first game of the series
for the Orioles and stalled the
fourth game-- which the Orioles
lost- but didn't get the decision.
The Cy Young Award was
conceived by Commissioner
Ford Frick in 1956 Until 1966
there was only one award but
starting in 196'7, a pitcher in
each league has been honored.
LAVER VOTED AWARD
NEW YORK (UPI).- itod
Laver has been voted the
Martini and Rossi Tennis
Player of the Year Award for
the second consecutive year.
Laver, the only player ever to
seors awe greed Hass, winning
the U.S., British, French and
Australian titles, was chosen
unanimously in balloting of an
international panel of tennis
writers from rive countries.
DETROIT (UPI) - Six-foot-
eight center Erwin Mueller,
acquired from the Seattle
Supersonics in a trade last
week, signed a one-year con-
tract Monday with the Detroit
Pistons of the National Basket-
ball Association. Terms were
not disclosed.
Frank Moran Si)(A4s He ReGrew Hair.
He Did Not Have Male Pattern Baldness
EBB'S HAIR CONSULTANT WILL
EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE AT
THE HOLIDAY INN, MURRAY, KY.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8th
HOURS 1 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Louisville, Ky., November 6— hair loss? Even if baldness
seems to "run tri the family,"
this is certainly no proof of the
cause of your hair loss.
Many conditions can cause
hair loss. No matter which one
is causing your hair logs, if you
wait until you are slick Bald
and your hair roots are dead
you are beyond help. So, if you
still have hair on top of
your head, and would like to
stop hair loss and grow more
hair . now is the time to do
something about it before it's
too late
FREE CONSULTATION
Just take a few m:nutes of your
time cn Saturd:.y, ttlov. 8, and
.go to the Holiday Mu, in Mur-
ray, Ky., between 4 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. and ask the Desk
_Xigt,k for B, R. Baker's.
number.
There is no charge or obliga-
tion . . all consultations are
private, you will not be ern-
b sed in any way.
Miss Coach John Howard
Vaught, the nation's third
winningest football coach,
scoffs at the idea that the
emphasis on football in the
Southeast has shifted from the
defense to the offense.
Vaught, 60, today was named
the nation's college football
Coach of the Week by United
Press International, the fourth
coach from the Southeastern
Conference to hold the honor in
the last seven weeks.
He was recognized for thei
Rebels' 26-23 upset of previous-
ly unbeaten Louisiana State last
Saturday at Jackson.
In spite of the fact that
unbeaten Tennessee is now the
SEC scoring leader with 215
points in six games and scoring
in SEC circles generally had
drawn wide comment, Vaught
doesn't believe the defense is
being slighted.
Has Wide Open Game
"I don't think the emphasis
has shifted," the coach said. "I
w we spend even more time
on defense and I think that's
true of everybody in the league.
"We do have a more wide
open game today," he said.
"The personnel is better overall
in all schools and the quarter-
backs are improved."
In prcseasoe predictious,
evertswriters chose either Mis-
sis.eippi or Georgia as the moat
ely winner of the 1969 SEC
Utle.
But Mississippi stumbled
early, losing narrowly (10-9) to
Kentucky and Alabama (33-32),
then knocking Georgia and LSU
from the ranks of the unbeaten
with a loss to non-conference
Houston sandwiched between
for a 4-3 mark at this point.
Vaught is the SEC's oldest
active coach at present. He
played his college ball at Texas
Christian University.
Compiles 174.48-5 Record
Since coming here in 1947, the
Texas native has compiled a
174-48-5 career record.
With Charley Conerly leading
the offense from tailback in the
single wing system, Mir.sts.
ippi won its first SEC
championship in Vaught's first
year at the helm.
He has repeated that feat six
mes since then-- the last time
1963- and, with Archie
arming at quarterback now,
as visions of doing it again
!before leaving the active
ching field.
Vaught has had two unbeaten
easons, including a perfect 9-0
1962 and an 8-0-2 mark in
1952 while leading the Rebels
to 16 bowls.
SHOULD REGAIN MOTION
CHICAGO (UPI)- Outfielder
Carlos May of the Chicago
White Sox, who lost the outer
digit of his right thumb in an
accident while in military
service last summer, should
regain "most of the lost
motion," according to a state-
ment Wednesday by a club
spokesman.
The spokesman said the joint
has been amputated but skin
grafts have been made and he
has received general and
conditioning exercises to reacti-
vate motion in the thumb.
TAR DIF SENT DOWN
THE LEDGER & TIMES — ML ititAY, SEVI'LCHII
Vaught Picked
As Coach Of
The Week, UPI
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TIMES SPORTS
By JAMES M EVANS
OXFORD, Miss. (UPI)-Ole Pacers Breeze
To Victory
By United Press International
The Indiana Pacers showed
the New York Nets Wednesday
night why they are in first
place and the latter are tied for
last place in the Eastern
Division of the American
Basketball Association: Team
balance.
An Live Indiana starters
scored in double figures and the
Pacers breezed to a 104-98
victory over the Nets at New
York. The Nets, who trailed
several times by 20 points,
-dosed the gap to four points
with a late flurry but a elect
goal by Mel Daniels and two
free throws by Roger Brown
put the game out of reach.
Brown had 22 points and
Daniels and John Barnhill each
scored 17 for the Pacers, while
Sonny Dove had 22 points and
Ed Johnson 21 points and 70
rebounds for the Nets.
Jimmy Junes and Steve jees
scored 35 •_leiu 31 puiats,
respectively, to lead the New
Orleans Buccaneers to a 119-105
trieeipn over the Denver
Rockets despite a 31-point
perlormaoce by Spencer Hay-
wood. Red Robbins aided the
Buccaneers' cause by out.
rebounding Haywood.
Rookie guard Gene Little
scored eight of his 22 points in
the second overtime period as
the Carolina Cougars moved to
a 121-109 .win over the Kentucky
Colonels. The eight points
enabled the Cougars to break
away from a 105-105 tie to a
115-107 lead. Louie Dampier
scored 35 points for Kentucky.
MONTREAL (UPI) - Left
wing Marc Tardif was sent to
the Montreal Voyageurs of the
American Hockey League Wed-
nesday by the Stanley Cup
champion Montreal Canadiens.
Tardif is expected to see
action against the Hershey
Bears Thursday night.
IN SERIOUS CONDITION
COLUMBUS, Ga. (UPI)-
Split end Paul Manske of the
University of Florida is in
serious condition today after
suffenk a head injury in the
'Gators' 38-12 loss to Auburn
Saturday.
Maliska, a senior from
Winter Park, Fla., collapsed on
the sidelines after being in-
jured. Doctors are considering
surgery.
CALLAND ON WAIVERS
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
Pittsburgh Steelers Thursday
picked up defensive back Lee
Calland from the Chicago Bears
waivers.
To make room -Thr Calland,
the Steelers cut wide receiver
Marshall Cooper. Calland is in
his seventh season in the NFL
and has played for four teams.
Nicklaus Favored
In Hawaiian
By GORDON SAKA MOTO
HONOLULU (UPI) -Jack
Nicklaus is the favorite to win
the $125,000 Hawaiian Interna-
tional, which opens today, but
colorful Lee Trevino is the
sentimental choice.
Nicklaus, who has captured
the Sahara and Kaiser tourneys
in the last month, can become
the second million-dollar winner
in professional golf history if he
can take home the $25,000
Hawaiian top prize.
To date, the Golden Bear
from Ohio has collected $978,974
in winnings- $122,567.42 this
year-and trails golf's first
millionaire, Arnold Palmer, by
$97,519.
Fellow touring pros say the
slimmer Nicklaus, who dropped
20 pounds while on a high
protein diet last summer, is
playing better than ever.
It's a different matter in the
case of Trevino, the defending
Hawaiian Open champ.
After winning a year ago, the
cheerful Texan captured the
hearts of the local fans when he
announced he was setting up a
foundation for the son of his
friend and former roommate on
the pro circuit, the late Ted
Makalena.
But partisanship has nothing
to do with Trevino's ability to
play golf.
"I've been shooting well
lately," he said, indicatine that
he's ready.
Of course, not to be
overlooked is Palmer, who is
long overdue for a tournament
victory. During his practice
round, with his army in tow,
the Latrobe, Pa., better shot a
four-under-par 68...
EASTERN'S SPEED
TOO MUCH FOR
MURRAY STATE
"We just couldn't cope wi
Eastern's great speed and with
Jimmy Brooks, who is one of th
finest backs ever to play in th
OVC," Murray Coach Bill Fur
gerson said of Murray State's
34-13 loSs to Eastern, Saturday.
"We played them on even ter-
ms the second half, but we let
them get too far out front the
first half to ever catch up,"
Furgerson continued.
Eastern scored two quick tou-
chdowns the first quarter an
two just before the end of the
first half for a 28-7 lead at
time. Murray cut the margin to
28-13 early in the third quarter
but could get no closer. Eastern
added two field goals late jrthe gam
id day against
the RaCCis, riesling for 188 yaros
and a touchdown and catching 2
passes for 116 yards and a TD.
He also returned two kickoffs
for 37 yards.
Murray fullback Rick Fisher
also had a good day with 127
yards rushing and 5 pass recep-
tions for 58 yards and a touch-
down. One of Fisher's rushes
was for 71 yards and set up Mur-
ray's first score.
Murray had 445 yards total
offense in the game and took
over the OVC lead in that de-
partment with an average of 377.
yards a game. The Racers also
maintained their lead in passing
offense with 231.0 yards a game.
Defensive star for the Racers
was linebacker Frank Head who
had 17 tackles and 9 assists.
Tackle Jim Wilson had 10 and 4
and tackle Dave Ford 8 and 7.
The Racers will play Austin
Peay at Murray Saturday to close
out their home season. Austin
Peay has won the last five game
between the two, most by big
teeeree. Last year disi 0oVerikaW.
bombed the Racers 56-35, The
onn, other Murray loss last seas-
on was a 21-20 one to OVC cham-
pion Eastern.
Billy Casper, too, is a solid
contender. In the last three
Hawaiian Opens, he has fi-
nished second, losing once in a
sudden-death playoff.
Nine of the biggest money
winners this year are here.
They include the top man,
Frank Beard, who has total
winnings of $174,574.99, Ray
Floyd, another three-time win-
ner, Casper, Trevino and
Masters champ George Archer.
Only Sonth African Gary
Player, third on the money list,
Is missing.
Also on hand is_11.-S--.C4ten
titlist Orville Moody.
All told, in the field are 17
players who have won 38 of the
events on the 1969 tour.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
BOSTON (UPI)-- Defenseman
Ted Green of the Boston
Bruins, who suffered a frac-
tured skull in a pre-season stick
fight with Wayne Maki of the
St. Louis Blues in a pre-season
fight, is expected to visit
Boston in about two weeks for
further medical examination
and surgery.
Atlanta Wins
4th In Row
By United Press International
The Atlanta Hawks ran off
their fourth consecutive victory
and remained in first place in
the Western Division of the
National Basketball Association
Wednesday night as they
defeated the Beston Celtics,
128-121, despite a 39-point
performance by Emmette
Bryant.
The Hawks, who shot 59 per
cent from the field, were led by
Lou Hudson' with 37 points and
21 points each from Joe
Caldwell and Jim Davis. Their
record is now 74.
Bryant enjoyed his highest
scoeing game as a pro as he
canned 16 of 24 shots from the
floor and seven-for-seven from
the free throw line.
Baltimore overcame a 65-59
halftime disadvantage as Wes
Unseld came off the bench to
toss in 12 points in the third
quarter and spark the Bullets
to a 139-130 victory over the
Philadelphia 76ers. Kevin
Loughery and Earl Monroe
paced the Bullets with 25 points
apiece while Billy Cunningham
led the 76ers with 37.
The Cincinnati Royals scored
14 straight points late in the
third period and went on to
defeat the gagging San Diego
Rockets, 133-120, behind a 33-
point performance by Oscar
Robertson. The Rockets, who
have lost eight of their nine
games, were led by Jim
Barnett with 22 points.
ANNOUNCES SCHEDULE
NEW YORK (UPI)-Pres-
ident Jack Drees of the
International Boxing League
enenc,ecl Thursday that the
ceitt will be comprised of
New York, Miami, Louisville
and Detroit in the Eastern
Division and Milwaukee, Chica-
go, St. Louis and Denver in the
Western Division.
The schedule for the first two
months has Milwaukee at
Louisville, Nov. 10; St. Louis at
Denver, Nov. 20; New York at
Louisville, Nov. 24; Detroit at
Louisville, Dec. 1; Denver at
Chicago, Dec. 6; New York at
St. Louis, Dec. 12; New York at
Detroit, Dec. 15; Miami at
Milwaukee, Dec. 17 and Chica-
go at Denver, Dec. 19.
Vanderbilt Picked To Beat
Kentucky Wildcats By Six
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
presence of sturdy Steve Ow
In the Oklahoma backfield
always a major concern to th
opposition, but it's the return
top form of the Sooners
"other" Steve that's worr
the Missouri Tigers.
The "other" Steve in the
Sooner lineup is versatile Steve
Zabel, and those who lumw
Oklahoma football best say
young Zabel is every bit the
pro-prospect that his more
famous teammate is.
Zabel, a 227-pound tight end
who is capable of playing either
offense or defense, is expected
to see plenty of action when th
Sooner and Tigers clash Saha
day at Columbia, Mo.
Our pick is Oklahoma 28,
Missouri 21 with Helsm
Trophy cardidate Owens carry-
ing the load.
Unbeaten and untested Ohio
State, the nation's top-rank
audit, should have an easy tim
with Wisconsin Coach Woody
Hayes' Warriors should pick ue
their 20th consecutive win by
beating the Badgers, 40-6.
Will Not Stumble
Second-ranked Texas and No
3 Tennessee, both marching
toward post-season bowl out-
ings, aren't expected to stumble
this time around. The Longhorns
should belt Baylor, 28-0, while
the Volunteers should handle
South Carolina by a 27-7
margin.
Southern California, bidding
for an unprecedented fourth
straight trip to the Rose Bowl
will remain on the path
Pasadena by drubbing Washing
ton State, 40-7, with Clarenc
Davis expected to push h
rushing yardage past the 1,00
mark this season.
Other major games look lik
Utah 21, Wyoming 17- Coa
Bill Meeks' Utes aren't me
when WAC title is up for grabs.
Notre Dame 35, Pittsburgh
- Irish depth and balance
much for Panthers.
Georgia 28, Florida 14-
Bulldogs put bite on Jon Reeve
and Gators.
Louisiana State 28, Al
7- Tigers seldom lose two in
row.
Purdue 33, Michigan State 1
-Mike Phipps has hot hen
against Spartans.
Also:
East: Syracuse 13 ov
Arizona, Boston College 12 over
Buffalo, Rutgers six over
Connecticut.
Midwest Michigan by 21
over Illinois, Indiana 3 over
Iowa, Nebraska six over Iowa
State.
South: Miami six over Navy
Florida State seven over
Virginia Tech, Vanderbilt six
over Kentucky
In The Southwest
•
Southwest Texas Tech seven
over Texas Christian, Southern
Methodist six over Texas A&M,
Arkansas 20 4Itep Rice,
Far West: Oregon six over
Army, California one over
Oregon State, Air Force 13 over
Utah State.
In the pro ranks the New
York Jets should continue their
path to the American Football
League's Eastern title by
beating Buffalo, 28-14, and the
Los Angeles Rams continue as
the only unbeaten pro team by
downing San Francisco, 21-14.
In other pro games: Miami
six over Boston, Cincinnati
seven over Houston, Oakland
seven over Denver, and Kansas
City 13 over San Diego.
Also: St. Louis three over
New York, Detroit seven over
Atlanta, Washington three over
Philadelphia, Chicago six over
Pittsburgh, Baltimore six over
Green Bay, Minnesota three
over Cleveland and Dallas 14
over New Orleans.
Baseball Is
Alive And Well
CINCINNATI (UPI) - Base-
ball is alive and well, especially
In the National League.
Inspired by the, amazing
accomplishments of the world
champion New York Mets, the
Chicago Cubs' futile struggle to
hold first place and the birth of
divisional play, National League
fans established an all-time
attendance record of 15 million
during the 1969 season.
According to statistics re-
leased by the league office,
15,094,946 spectators jammed
National League ball parks
during the past year, an
increase of 3,309,588 over 1968.
The Mets, who overtook the
Cubs in their incredible pennant
drive, led all National League
teams with a total paid
attendance of 2,175,373. The
Cubs showed the biggest
Increase in attendance as they
drew 631,584 more customers
into Wrigley Field than in 1968.
Six teams drew over a
million people, while the
Cincinnati Reds fell just short
with 987,991.
The Philadelphia Phillies
were the only team in the
league not to improve their
attendance figure in 1969. The
Phils drew 145,132 less fang
than they did the previous year.
EVERYONE! REGISTER NOW! FREE $ 100.00 1970 CHRISTMAS
CLUB! WINNER RECEIVES $200.00 IF A MEMBER OF 1970 CLUB.
JOIN OUR 1970 CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW!
Drawing For Free
1970 Christmas Club
to be held and winner
announced at close of
business December 31,
1969, 4:00 p.m.
To: MURRAY BRANCH
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Aim.
304 E. Main - Murray. Kentucky
I want to join your 1970 Christmas Club.
Per Week: 500 ( ) ( ) $2 ( ) $5 ( ) $10 ( )
Enclosed is  for my first payment, due No-
vember 28. I understand that my Christmas Club Book
will be issued upon your receipt of this coupon.
Clip Coupon
And Bring
Or Mail
To Our Office!
BE ELIGIBLE TO WIN $200°° JOIN OUR 1970
CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW!
MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main Street
"EXTRA EARNING"
CERTIFICATES PASSBOOKS
51%
$LOW Minimum
5%
Withdrawable June 30
PH. 753-7921
REGULAR SAVINGS
41%
Withdrawable Anytime
-
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Daughter's modeling
job upsets parents
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Nancy, our 20-year-old daughter, lives at
home and we trust her. She works as a salesgirl. Nancy
recently brought home a 28-year-old man and introduced him
as a commercial artist and photographer.
Last week-end Nancy told us that he was to pick her up
at 4 a. m. as he wanted an early start to take pictures of her
in the sunrise at a mountain site 70 miles away. They
returned at 6 p. m. The young photographer spoke about
three words to us and left hastily.
Nancy told us that during the day she learned that the
man was married with two children. I told her we all should
have been told this at the start.
When I phoned his residence, his wife answered, and to
my surprise she knew all about the photography trip her
husband had taken with our daughter, and was surpris.sd that
we were worried just because he was married. Later the
young man phoned, obviously upset, and said he'd gone on
many such professional trips with young ladies and this is the
first time his motives were questioned.
I told him that our unmarried daughter had her
reputation to think of, and also that I knew many
commercial artists and photographers and never heard of
any who operated in that manner. He indignantly said that
he would never ask our daughter to pose for hirn again, and
that we were way off base. Nancy agreed with him. We leave
it to you, Abby. Were WE "off base"? OLD HATS
DEAR OLD HATS: Probably. You could have at least
waited to see the photographic results of this "trip" before
assuming that there was hanky-panky involved. Also, for you
to have called his wife shows an appalling lack of confidence
in a daughter you "trust."
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a very conservative
[moneywise; woman, for which I am grateful, but I think she
overdoes it. She keeps records, and now she tells me that in
the last 10 years we have sent wedding gifts to 37 couples,
and we spent an average of $22.10 on each gift. She says that
of these 37 couples to whom we sent wedding gifts, only 18
are still married to each other.
She says that from now on she is thru buying wedding
gifts. Instead, she'll send a lovely card of "congratulations,"
and if their marriage lasts a year she will send an
ANNIVERSARY present! What do you think of this?
EMBARRASSED
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Suggest that she wait five
years, and send them a sliver from her bead! [It's ai
r
"wooden" anniversary.]
DEAR ABBY: In nearly nine years of marriage, my
husband has rarely told me be loves me. Yet I know he does.
How do! know? Let me count the ways:
He appreciates my efforts as a ;die, mother and
homemaker Altho he doesn't tell me in so many words
himself, he brags me up to others. He never corrects me in
public. He doesn't drink or gamble or make me jealous by
being too attentive to other women in my presence. 
When
he's wrong, he says, "I'm sorry." When I'm wrong, he
doesn't remind me of it over and over again. He never says
MY house or MY children—always "OURS"
I could go on and on. So what if he finds it difficult to put
into words what he feels? There are many men to whom
words come easily, but they are only "words."
My man has trouble articulating what he feels, but he
expresses his feelings more eloquently by what he does.
11 women would stop nagging their husbands by askin
g,
"Do you love me" and pay attention to how thei
r men
TREAT them, they wouldn't have to ask They 
would
KNOW Sincerely,
"LOVED" IN LOUISVILLE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FROM RAGS TO RICHES" IN
L. A.: Do your givin' while you're livin' Then 
you'll be
knowin' where it's goin'.
WHAT'S
NEW
By United Press International
A game that combines gin
rummy and checkers stresses
planning ahead — and being
sufficiently nimble to recover
when your plan has been
thwarted. The playing cards and
checkers are deployed on a
regular checkerboard. You move
checkers to capture cards and
build sets or runs as in gin
rummy. Optional decks give an
educational twist and feature
brain-straining over the new
math, physics, English, history
and other school subjects. The
latter decks give parents a
chance to match academic wits
with off-spring.
(Avante, Fyanes Corp., do
Scholastic Testing Service Inc.,
480 Meyer Rd., Bensenville, Ill.)
* * *
In the interests of neatness,
there's now a portable car
organizer-secretary. - It has 17
interior storage compartments
and a utility clipboard — for
notes, holding maps or toll and
parking receipts.
(Akro-Mils, P.O. Box 989,
Akron, Ohio.)
* * *
A new aerosol foam hand
cleaner was specifically
formulated to remove wet or dry
paint quickly and thoroughly
while being gentle to the skin. It
contains lanolin in addition to
paint-removing ingredients and
thus is capable of leaving hands
soft and smooth, the
manufacturer says.
(Illinois Bronze Powder and
Paint Co., Lake Zurich, Ill.)
* * *
A new attachment for lamp
sockets makes bulbs last 20
times longer, the manufacturer
says. Designed for use with bulbs
up to 150 watts, the invention is
especially useful where bulbs
burn continuously or are hard to
reach. The manufacturer also
says the attachment saves on
electricity costs by cutting down
on voltage.
(Leviton Manufacturing Co.
Inc., 236 Oreenpoint Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.)
That's Good!
Judging from new
E8merchiandise being displayed at
the fall casual market in Chicago
and other cities, the emphasis in
furniture will continue to be
comfort, classic styling and
durability.
Double role
for a -drug
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — A
drug used to treat asthmatic
children is now considered as a
treatment in the inducement of
weight gain and appetite, reports
a physician at the University of
California's Medical Center.
Dr. Rudolf E. Noble, clinical
Instructor of medicine, tested
the drug, cypheptadine, in an
experiment involving 2u
underweight adults.
Patients taking it gained 8.4
pounds on the average during
the two months of testing.
Spann Home Scene
Of Coffee Held
For Miss Spiceland
The home of Mrs. Guy Spann
was the scene of a coffee hon-
oring Miss Vicki Spieeland,
bride-elect of Arley James Wilk-
ins, on Thursday, October 29, at
nine-thirty o'clock in the morn-
ing.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a grey and beige
knit dress.
The table was overlaid with
an antique circular cloth with
crocheted lace and held an ar
rangement o f pyracanth a.
Guests were served French pas-
tries and coffee.
Mrs. J. R. Smith and Mrs.
Guy Spann were the hostesses
for the delightful occasion.
Twenty persons were present
• • •
The typical volunteer worker,
according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, is a woman in
the prime of life, somewhere
between the ages of 25 and 14.
She's married and she's a
mother. Her husband's likely to
be a white collar worker with a
moderate income.
That's Work?
Today's busy, big city
executive plays host at a'
business lunch twice a week,
invites three guests, goes to a,
private, in-city club where the
patrons are pleasant and the
napery linen, has one cocktail
and pays the tab by signing the
check. That's according to a
survey conducted by a seating
company. Executives from 50
cities participated.
* * *
First Aid
For a nosebleed, the Red
Cross recommends: tilt the
person's head all the way back
and pinch his nostrils. If the
1.bleeding is severe, put a piece of
gauze inside his nostril. Make it
long enough to be easily
removed. Do not use an ice
pack.
NO SUP - Designer Pauline
Trigere's spring 1970 collec-
tion in New York includes
this solution to the slip-up
blouse a one-piece maillot,
instead of a blouse, to be
worn with suits.
A Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
 Ale • •••••1
Phone 753-1917 or 153-4547
Thursday, November 6
The Hazel PTA will meet at
the scnool at seven p.m. with
entertainment by the seventh
and eighth grades. Refresh-
ments will be served by moth-
ers of those grades.
• • •
The annual bazaar by t h e
Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
be held at Littleton's from nine
a.m. to five p.m.
• • •
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Woman's Missionary Society
will meet at the church at seven
p.m.
• • •
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. C. Dale Lemons
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 2:00
p.m. Hostesses will be Mes-
dames Leonard Vaughn, B. J.
Hoffman, A. W. Simmons, Sr,
L W. Paschall, and IL Ed
Chrisman.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
church at 9:30 a.m to go to the
cottage of Mrs. Mason Thomas
at Pine muff Shores for the
Baptist Woman's Day of Pray-
er at ten a.m. A potluck lunch
will be served at noon and the
general meeting will be held
in the afternoon with Mrs. Wal-
ton Fulkerson as the leader.
• • •
Friday, November 7
World Community Day, spon-
sored by Church Women Unit-
ed, will be observed at the First
United Methodist Church. A co-
vered dish dinner will be serv-
ed in the social hall at 6:30
p.m. The program will begin at
seven p.m. in the Hale Chapel
wile Mrs. C. C. Lowry as the
speaker.
• • •
The Theta Department of the
Marray Womrir's Club will have,
lummage sale at Hit American '
Legion Hall from eight a.m. to
Me p.m.
• • •
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at noon. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Birdie Parker, Mrs. Lela Shack-
elford, and Mrs. Martha Golden.
• • •
The University Couples will
play bridge at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Union cafeteria A cor-
dial invitation is extended to
all and especially to newcomers.
Contact the hostesses, Flo Hend-
rickson 753-7783 or Christine
Parker.
• • •
Saturday, November S
A Turkey Shoot will be held
at the Calloway County High
School from nine a.m, to dark,
sponsored by the Band Boosters
Club. The proceeds will be us-
ed to buy new uniforms for the
band.
• • •
The Faxon Mothers Club will
hold a rummage sale at the
American Legion Hall from sew-
LADIES
#410 GENTLEMEN
MURRAY
CALLO.WAY CO.
You have elected me as your next
State Representative. For this Privi-
lege I am endebted to you.
I shall endeavor to serve you with
dignity and with honor.
My opponent conducted his cam-
paign on the highest level.
To all of you . . . Call me, advise
me, visit me and breathe a prayer for
me.
Thank You
MAN-SIZED MAdilittlf-41342tuglind ghee Iteritisphe&-Wririceil-ifie
stat—ttre
by PPG Industries in Creighton. Pa. Two such hemispheres are joined to form a 56 
- inch
diameter glass bubble hull of a mantled underwater research vehicle for deep sub
mergence
use. Glass Is Used because it gets stronger as it goes deeper in the ocean 
depths.
Rainbow For Girls
Hold Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall
Murray Assembly No, 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall on Tuesday, Nov-
ember 4, at seven o'clock, in the
evening at the Masonic Hall.
Miss Paulette Markovich, wor-
thy advisor, presided at the
meeting. Miss Betsy Riley, re-
corder, read the minutes.
Final plans for the bake sale
to be held in front of Belk'a
Department Store and Big K
an Saturday, November 15,
were made.
The girls were urged to con-
tinue selling ink pens for the
W. Mark Sexson scholarship
fund. The assembly also decid-
ed to order note cards to sell
for the same project.
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
G. Brown from Pasadena, Tex-
as. Mrs. Brown made a very
interesting talk to the girls s-
bout Rainbow Assemelies In
Pasadena.
Members present were Con-
nie Niccum, Tress McCord, Lin-
da Showman, Barbara Sledd,
Betsy Riley, Vickie Kalberer,
Lynn Watson, Irene Futrell,
Kris Kimoall, Cindy Welch, Ni-
ta Atkins, Patricia Evans, Paula
Cook, Paulette Markovich, Bar-
bie Keel, Joyce Winchester, Ja-
net Newberry, Denise Kalberer,
Lisa Morris, Linda George, and
Less Robertson.
Adults present were Mrs.
Frances Churchill, mother ad-
visor, Mrs. Twila doleman, Pat
Evans, aud Mr. and Mrs.
Brown.
The.4ext regular meeting will
be held on Tuesday, November-
18, at seven p.m at the Masonic
Hall. An initiation will be held.
• • •
Acoustical experts now
confirm what some people have
declared for years: carpet on
walls offers one of the best
surfaces for absorbing noise in a
room. One carpet maker.. Is
such laRi•or rugit44•ialisca
On a per capita basis,
Americans last year consumed
181.5 pounds of meat, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
reports.
en a.m. to noon.
• • •
Monday, November 10
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Max
Farley. 316 Woodlawn, at seven
p.m
• • •
The Calloway County Genea-
logical Society will meet with
Mrs Foreman Graham at 1:30
p.m.
Experimental
reader in
new test
NEW YORK (UPI) — Julia
Baker, Corey Baker and Earl J.
Waggedorn, three well-known
characters from the Julia
television series, now are cast in
a bookish role.
The new casting aims to help
hundreds of thousands of
disadvantaged youngsters to
improve their reading ability.
They star between the covers
of "The Money Walk," the
newest booklet in the Relevant
Readers series. The readers
attempt to provide ghetto-area
children with reading matter
that is more meaningful to them
than most regular school texts.
Dr. William Glasser, guiding
light 'behind the reader series, is
credited with spotting how the
Julia characters relate to ghetto
youngsters.
He is director of the Educator
Training Center and a consultant
to the Los Angeles public school
system. The center publishes the
readers.
It was while working with
public school pupils who reside
in disadvantaged areas of Los
Angeles that he began to hear
the children talk more and more
about Corey and Julia and Earl.
lie thought it smiting to see
so many ghetto-area boys and
girls identifying so strongly with
what they saw on television. He
immediately thought of ways to
use this _ identification to help
the youngsters in reading.
He received permission from
the creator and producer of the
television series to use the
characters in a reader. Hal
Kanter, the producer, was so
enthusiastic that he went to
General Foods Corp., sponsor of
the show, for financial support.
The "Money Walk" tells how
(..,'oirey and Eari.stgrt ctut one day
Stilaylihd AIE
c•filfel 8
unusual adventure. At points in
the text, the reader is asked —
"What would you do?" This gets
the reader even more involved,
for he must answer before
continuing the story.
Most of the first printing ot
'Money Walk" was put into use
at the start of the school year. In
Los Angeles it is being used in
the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades, where the students have
only a third-grade reading level.
Jessie LudW ick
Circle Meets At
The Rogers Home
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
met Tuesday, November 4, at
)ne-thirty o'clock in the after-
noon at the home of Mrs. Jessie
Rogers.
Mrs Vernon Campbell, chair-
man, opened the meeting with
praser and presided over s
short business session. She al-
so gave the devAion on "1.1
ing By Outward Appears
The program was presented
by Mrs. Carroll Guy. It was
titled "The Conveuant Betw
Us" which was based on an
article written by a Rabbi.
Mrs Charles Moffett invited
the circle to meet at her house
on December 9 for a joint meet-
ing with the other circles of
the church.
Refreshments were served to
the seven members present.
• • •
RX for
poison control
BOSTON (UPI) — Proper
poison prevention, according to
the Massachusetts chapter of the
National Safety Council,
includes keeping poisons in their
own containers — not putting
them in soda bottles.
"Using pop bottles and other
common food containers to
store potential poisons is
gambling with your family's
safety," said Kenneth Brown,
executive vice president of the
Massachusetts chapter.
"People tend to forget that
one particular bottle contains
poison and not the cool drink
they normally expect, for this
reason, all harmful liquids —
especially household cleaners -
should be stored in their•original
containers," he-said.
To make doubly certain
poisons aren't accidentally
taken, store them away from
food supplies.
• • •
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center at seven p.m.
• •
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven pm.
• • •
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Harold Hurt, Tommy Alexand-
er, G. T. Lilly, Allen McCoy,
Bob Toon, Louis Kerlick, and
Ron Christopher.
• • •
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will mee
at the club house at 7:30 p.m
A Craft Fair coordinated b
Mrs. Robert Hopkins will be
held Hostesses will be Mes-
dames Harold Beaman, Earl
Warford, James Rogers, And
Paul Lynn.
• • •
The Cardelia Erwin Circle o
the South Pleasant Grove Unit-
ed Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
HOME
SWEtT HOME,
AGAINA!
•••
The
ehaflifOltr
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-
ness and civic leaders.
Call Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375
t;i4 t
The Most
Famous Basket
In the World e
MARE EVERY GRAVE
Since 111S5
Murray Marble
Works
atiiLDINIS OP PINS
MEMORIALS
Porter White • Marteger
111 Maple St 753-2512
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!!
November Is A Good Time
To Plant
BULBS
Tulips and Hyacinths
Top Size
Long
Life
WHIPPING
CREAM
Keeps six to eight
weeks on the shelf.
Keeps better If refrigerated.
This enables you to get
whipping cream weeks a-
head for the time when you
may need it.
4
Foil Lined Cartonk ;
The colder you whip it, the
'setter results you get. Chill
the bowl and the whipping
cream, but do not freeze.
BUY AND STORE VLEEKS
IN ADVANCE
- All Colors Ryan, Milk
—1111Rftf- OR DEN CENTER-- rmpny—Coa
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Policy On
Problems Has
Been Low-Key
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
As the Nixon administration
pfai toward domestic andproblems has deve-
loped, it has been low-key,
siti-
irked by a lack of sloganeer-
and by attention to what the
President considers realities.
And as the President has
sought to institute an era of
consultation without confronta-
tion, he has warned NATO
allies eager for closer ties with
the Communist East of the
need for caution lest detente
turn to delusion.
He has told the As allies
that the United States intends
to reduce its military posture in
Asia but will support multi-
lateral aid to assist their
economic and social develop-
ment.
The same elements were
present in his long-awaited
policy statement on Latin
America, delivered before the
CROSSWORD PU&E
ACROSS
1 ,Beverage
4-Coniunction
6-Pertaining to
punishment
11-Father or
mother
13-Places for
combat
141 15-Latin
• conjunction
16-Determine
distance of
ail 18-Saint (abbr.)
ad 19-Preposition21-Humorists
01 22-Facts
• 24-Possessive
pronoun
• 26-Metal fastener
ni 28-Supplicate
29-Unruly children
W 3 I -Eat away
33-Prefix: down
34-Permits
36-Female
• 38-A state (abbr.)
40-Explosive
noises
fb 42-Lasso
45-Number
47-Strokes
49-Civil injury
at 50-Tolled
52-Rodents
54-Compass point
55-Symbol for
silver
56-Tell
59-Man's nickname
61-Ambassador
63-Recount
65-Evaluatiwl.
66-Symbol for
thulium
67-Organ of sight
•••••
6 Taking a
respite
7 Be mistaken
8 Want
9-Indef mite
article
10 Endured
12-Printer's
measure
14 Platform
17 Male deer
20 Spoken
23 Hebrew month
24-Football
position (abbr)
25-Walk
27-Den
30 Cease
32-Court order
35-Boxed
37 Country of
Asia
38 Ethical
I -stone
2-stone
3 -stone
4-stone
5-stone
DOWN
1-Simian
2-Second of two
3-Teutonic deity
4-Again
5-Blemish
Ithswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
aI3onnrin WOG
003 OMOGO UOO
ROO ROGOW WOO
MOO UOLISIal
OWOU UOla MOOG
OOM MOM allSER
MOM MORO
000BM SOO WOO
0020 WM ODOM
MOM COG
tU POOM MUM
MBE UOWRO DOM
MOM 00000 MOV
39-Wild ass of
India
41-Heavenly body
43 Pact
44 Near
46 Printer's
measure
48 Begin
51 Insect
53 Stalk
57 Devoured
58 Spanish
article
60 Confederate
general
62-A state (abbr )
64 Diphthong
6
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Inter-American Press Associa-
tion in Washington.
To Latin America he offered
"no grandiose promises and no
panaceas."
To the idealists the Preqrient's
outline of the new U.S. role in
Latin America was a disap-
pointment.
When he declared that "we
must deal realistically with
governments in the inter-
American system as they are,"
he virtually abandoned John F.
Kennedy's conception of the
Alliance for Progress as an
Instrument to promote evolution
against revolution and to limit
U.S. aid to those countries
fostering popularly el e cted
 , governments.
The reaction of most Latin
American governments either
was one of disappointment or
skepticism.
Last June a special coordinat-
ing committee of Latin Ameri-
can maims had drawn up a
6,000-word document listing for
the President Latin cAornpl2ints
against U.S. policy.
They wanted a U.S. market
for the goods the United States
was encouraging them to
produce, investments tailored
to their needs and not
specifically to the benefit of
foreign investors and they
wanted development aid unclut-
tered by tine print and the
demands of influential con-
gressmen.
For these, the President,
faced by a recalcitrant con-
gress which had just cut $100
million from his request for
Latin American aid, had few
concrete solutions.
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Glamor not needed
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - Elmer
Winter, president of Manpower,
Inc., says his firm employs many
pad-time clerical workers in
their 70s.
"Executives today are aware
of the acute shortage of clerical
help and aren't demanding gla-
morous secretaries anymore,' he
says. "They are settling fgr
just secretaries
•(\i-041tr dos%-*‘•a.
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/..--SOMETHI NG
HAPPENING
OUT TH ERE , SL ATS ?
by R. Van Buren
DoN'T KNOW FOR SURE, BECKY
-- BUT FOR THE PAST HOUR I'vE
BEEN HEARING STRANGE
lfPiJOISESL.IKE SOME
CRAFT HOVERIN'
OVER TOWN.
SHH H - YOU
HEAR ANYTHING
UP THERE,
BATH LESS,,
Lir Abner
BUT, THIS IS ZE
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DINNER!..."  
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HEEM
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by Al Capp
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DINNER RING
Genuine Saph. & Dia.
Reg. $450.00
Anniversary Price
$360.00
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BRIDAL SET
Reg. $282.50
Anniversary Price
$226.00
LADIES
Diamond Solitaire
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Anniversary Price
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GIME
Gerard C. Smith Paul 
NItze Harold Brown
STOP SIGN FOR ARMS RAC
E—Preliminary stop-the-strat
egic-
arms-race talks with the Soviet 
opening Nov. 17 in Helsinki
will be headed by Gerard Smith, 
director of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Commission. Th
ese five others are mem-
bers of the U.S. delegation. Farley 
is Smith's deputy; Nitze
is a former deputy Defense s
ecretary; Brown is a former
Air Force secretary; Thompson is
 a former ambassador to
Moscow; Allison is an Air Forc
e major general.
NINTH OFFICIAL VISIT- 
Officiany visiting the United 
States
for the ninth time, the Shah of 
Iran stands at attention with
President Nixon on the White Ho
use lawn during playing
of the national anthem.
Rats and Mice Love Cheese!
Has CHEESE ODOR!
Why should you pay
the high price of
some baits that may
not kill all RMs and
Miceli
Rat
Bait kills ALL RATS
(Brown Rat - Cotton
Rat - Roof Rat -
Pack Rat - Norway
Rat)'
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
A S141 -TV WLAC-T%
(flannel 4 flannel 5 thaunel 8
THURSDAY EVENING. PROGRAMS
x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 DEBBIE REYNOLDS shares 
the spot-
light with hundreds of children in a musical 
salute to the
rhyme, "Monday's child is fair of face."
6 :3TITb're S"'" Gehwent 
MrSsMu
x-7:30 p.m. Ch. 4 BOB HOPE, JANIS 
PAIGE, MICHELE
LEE, and JOHN DAVIDSON star in the pro
duction of the
musical that brought stardom to Hope 
in 1933. 
/ -se Uxorial -The Jim Nab
ors Hour That Girl
e 30 Bob Hope's The J
im NabOrs Hour Ilessitchl
iel
O :00 SPeClat 
Movie; Th
is Is Torn Jones
lUt :30 Roberts" 
"Four For Texas" This Is 
Tom ions
elk 700 Dean Martin Show Movie 
It Takes A Thief
7 lo Dean Merlin Show Movie 
It Takes A Thiel
x-10 p.m., Ch. 4 No newsmen know more 
about the news
than the PROFESSIONALS - AL VOEC
KS, DAVE DAUGH-
TRY, BOB OLSEN, and PAUL EELLS.
1 n oo News
 Athr %worts Nev.. 
Nu,' Sports News ei
thr • Soo...
s, :30 The Tonight Show 
The Mery Griffin StioriM
enson Outdoors; Movi,
1 1 ;10 The 
 The 
Tot:: Show Vs 
Show 
:, Itivv, Grill those " 
hone  'T 
Ida_ Creme"
12 1TP: uigrotz,leiir The Joey Bishop ...Shoe
Movie
1 611$ 
The Joey iiihno Show
3 
The JoeY Bishop Thew
FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
s 1P,WOrs.his J;.;nct,on Farm News 
630 ',',,-;:•;:'.:-„,1' ShowSho  .a8kSe 7474 Gospel ShoeMcHale's Noel, 
sif :00 Today; 'iNttir. Country 
Junction Bozo Shoe
I :30 Today Junction
; Wthr Bozo Show
AM Today: Paul Hervey Captain Kang
aroo Bolo Show
eis :30 Today Capt. 
kangaroo Bolo Show
9
, Douglas Show Lt,..-; 
Shsw
'33 lil..  Concentrator
MIcis
mite Douglas Show t-lit Saud
-ins St.1
1A
It:00 Sale Of 'em Andy of 
Mayberry Barbara Moon* 
Snow
V :30 14011Ywood Squares Love of Ufa 
Barbara Moo a Sn, .
Where e Heart
 
 
Is 
Breached
1 1 ::13 rcertstI 
th
Search for tomorrow That Girl 
FRIDAY ATTEM/OON PROGRAMS
12
1
33 Tne Noon Snow As the World Turns Dream 
House
:33 The Noon Stow News: Sing
ing Cons Lets Make a 
Des.
:03 Days of Or Uses Many Splendored
 Thl
:10 The Doctors The Guiding Light
ne Newlywed Gems
Dating Game
2
3
4
5
:00 Another World Secret Storm
Bright Promise The Edge of Night
:30 Letters to Laugh-in Gorruir Pyle, US
MC
:30 To Tell the 'Truth Gilligan Island
:30 Beat the Liock Movies
:Jo 16th Avenue South "Ski Patty"
:03 1651, Avenue South Movie
30 Huntey•Brinkley CBS evenIng 
News
General flOsIsital
One Life To Live
Dark Shadows
Flipper
Beverly Hillb Met
I Love LUCY
ABC Evening News
Dick Van )yke Show
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
€ .30 News; Wthr ; Sots News; Wthr.;
•30 High Chaparral Get Smart
•33 High Chaoarral The Good Guys
:30 Name Of the GameHogan's Heroe
s
:00 Name of the Game Moyle:
30 Name of itte Game "Bridget At 
9 :Oa Ole Nashvill
e Music Ri"
:30 Del Reeves Show Movie
7
Saari% News, Wthr ; Sports
Let's Make • Deal
The Brady Bunch
Mr. Deeds Goes To
Here Comes the Brides
Toko-Here Comes the Brides
Jimmy Ourante Pre.
The Lennon Sisters
10 :OD News
 Wthr ; Sots News; Kthr.; sports News; Wahr ;
:31 The Tonight Show Perry Mason Wa
gon Train
. I g :33 The Tonight S
how Perry Mason
I :30 Ilse Tonight Show Perry Mason
:03 The Untouchables Perry Mason
:30 The Untouchables Movie:
1.30 Movie
"Deep. Six"
"
12
Wagon Train
Wagon Train
.10031 Bishop Show
Joey Blehoo Show
Joey Bishop Stow
x-Paid advertisement
•malb
discount
in Merchandise Certificates
on hundreds of major appliances
on home improvement purchases
(of S200.00 or mor)
NOVEMBER 7 • 8 • 10
come in
or phone
Sears
SOfel ( km ( 0
153-1583 0
CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Soothside Shopping 
Center
Murrar,iWtY..6Y 
Rock Music
In Schools
Supported
WASHINGTON, D. C., - The
Musk Educators National Con-
ference, to a bold proposal to
its members , today called on
the nation's music educators to
help bridge the generation gap by
making rock and other youth
music part of the school music
program.
The MENC, which represents
58,000 music teachers in elemen-
tary and secondary public sch-
ools, colleges and universities,
declared that it "not only accep-
ts rock and other present-day
music as legitimate, but san-
ctions its use in education."
Dr. Wiley L, Housewright,
MENC president, said the con-
ference speaks for music educa-
tion in the nation and MENC
"will provide leadership in ask-
ing for a change of teacher attit-
ude and teacher acceptance" of
music by the young. MENC is a
national affiliate of the million-
member National Education As-
sociation.
Calling attention to the role
music can play in a troubled
society, Housewright, who is
dean of the School of Music at
Florida State University, comm-
ented: "Music is a humanizing
force that can unite us in a divi-
sive age; that can heighten co-
mmunication in an era when hum-
an relations cause so many prob-
lems."
In suggesting that youth music
be taught in the classroom, Hou-
 sewright noted that this is per-
haps the first time that educa-
tors are being asked "to recog-
nize the spirit of the younger
generation by including youth's
own expression in the curricul-
um."
Writing in the November issue
of the Music Educators Journal,
official magazine of MENC, Hou-
sewright asserts that traditiona.
Ily the nation's youth have found
musical expression through ch-
urch choirs, marching bends,
choruses, and orchestras.
But that's not enough anymore
for hundreds of thousands of to-
day's youth who have produced
a new music - vibrant, original
and honest-and more important-
ly, their own.
For example, the president
of Mr:NC explains: "Young peo-
ple's music can be held at bay
outside the institutions of socie-
ty as it largely is at present,
or it can be recognized as a
vital and welcome new regener-
ative force and invited to assu-
me a respectable position in the
American musical culture."
Rock, soul, blues, and folk,'
Housewright declares, "cannot
be ignored"„Alkause "there Is
much to be gained from the study
of any musical creation."
Barred from the classroom as
being "too loud, too boisterous,
and too unmusical," rock music-
described as the "people's "art
- has been forced into barrooms
and pop festivals. At the same
tvtjme Bach, Brahms, Beethoven
and Mozart have held center
stage as the unchallenged "mas-
ters" in American music educa-
tion.
But, argues Housewright, art
Is nonexclusive and he points out
that "one musical art cannot re-
press another." Rock and Bee-
thoven can "coexist as aeceesar
and significant communicat
ive
expressions," he adds.
"To delimit concert halls, sch-
ads, and colleges to a steady
diet of the 'masters' is as ab-
surd as permitting only Euripid-
es, Shakespeare, and Moliere to
be performed in the theater,"
Housewright charges.
In explaining that youth music
Is not a musical fad, Housewright
contends that adults, for the most
part, have not been listening.
"It is a fact that youth music-
and particularly rock- has caus-
ed a confrontation.. between
students and teachers, between
young people and their parents
and between youth music and the
established musics of our con-
cert halls and auditoriums," the
music educator asserted, adding:
"Rock music, I believe, is an
issue that needs to cause no fur-
ther generation gaps, no further
confrontation between student
and teacher."
Housewright said the MENU
leadership feels that "young pe-
ople have created a vital musical
expression which cannot be
Ignored in the schools if music
education is to be relevant and
if we are to produce a discrim-
inating, musically involved gen-
eration for the future."
SECOND DAY OF FIGHTIV.
DACCA, East Pakistan (UPI)
- Pakistani soldiers tired for
the second successive day
Monday at battling mobs of
Bengals and Indian refugees.
The fighting has killed at
least nine by official count but
unofficial reports placed the
dead at 25 or more. Soldiers
patrolled the streets to enforce
a curfew that has closed all
schools and public places.
The violence erupted Satur-
day in a dispute over the use of
the Urdu and Bengali laneuages
In electoral forms.
Gut.,t star
HOLL/WOOD (UPI)
Robert Conrad, whose "Wild
Wild West" series was cancelled
this season, will pop tiR as a
guest star in "Mannix next
season...
* * *
Cn-slar
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Michael Gough will co-star with
Joan Crawford in the science.
fiction thriller, "Trog." for W sir
ner Bros,
p••••.••••.• e• •• *
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FAMILY CLOTH ES
THE CASH SAVER
STORE
Invites You To Their
GRAND
OPENING
FRIDAY— NOV. 1 —10 a.m.
Nationally Advertised Brands
For The Family
COMPARE
OUR PRICES!
We Honor Major Bank Charge Cards
C.
HOURS:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 11am-5:30 pm
FRIDAY llam- 8pm
SATURDAY 10am - 5:30 pm
*
CAM PBELLS
FAMILY CLOTHES
203 0. BREWER STREET PARIS TENNESSEE
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Land
Transfers
World Land LTD, Inc. to Mau-
rice and Memnon Nestrud of
Louisville, Ky.; lot in Haywood
Vista Subdivision.
World Land LTD, Inc. to John
L. and Veiplia Amiable,* Dos-
ter of Sidonia, Tann.; lot in Bay.
wood Vista Subdivision.
Janies D. and Nancy J. Fu-
trell to Joseph and Erna Mc-
Arj...$Lt InOdIcnvay County.
, Inc. to Danny Ste-
Lot i Westwood Subdivi-
,•••
.0e Bailey and Anita Dill to
and Elna Ruth Dill; lots
in Bagwell Manor Sulacliviaion
John D. and Sharon Johnson
to Hoyt and Ray Roberts; lot in
Calloway County.
Adrian Ft and Margaret Ann
Cloys, Jz. to Gary Palmer and
Alice Faye Lamb Key of Farm-
ington, FE.Y.; lot in Calloway Co-
unty.
Jack Kennedy to Porter and
Lila McCuisto,n; lot in city of
Murray.
Janie T. and Era Mae Young
of Flemington to Hazel Tabers
of Farmington; 12% acres in
Cancnvay County.
J. V. eartnell of Farmington,
Ky. to Jessie T. and Era Young
of Farmington; lots in Callo-
way County.
Murl Jones Robertson to Xera
Robertson; Lot in Calloway Co-
unty.
Erie Stewart to Murl Jones
Robertson; lot in Calloway Co-
unty.
Xera Robertson to Erie Stew-
art; lot in Calloway County.
Doris Scoggins of Nashville,Tenn., to William and Levicie
Zambelia; lots in Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision.
S mi tit wood Development
Corp., to Emmet or Patricia
NichoLs of Hickory Hills,
lots;
Dorothy L. Brewer of Garden
City, Mich, lots;
Frank J. or Mary L. Zdeb of
Northbrook, UL, lots;
Cecil R. or Sharlene Sowards
of Memphis, Tenn., lots; Ro-
bert L or Lucille M. Watkins
of Indianapolis, Ind.,•lots;
Lawrence of Tyline Handleyof East Gary, Lnd., lots;
Cecil R. or Sharlene Soward
of Memphis, Tenn., lots;
Luther V. or Ida E. Bailey
or Jack D. or Mildred R. Lu-
cas of Memphis, Term., lots;
Cd
ry N. or Ella May Pounds
vance, Ind., lots;
est B. or Blanche A. Dunn
Tenn., lots.
Smith wood Development
Corp., to Thomas E. or Made-
line Handra of Justice, Ill., lots;
!daunt C. or Ruth Campbell
of New Whiteland, kid., lots;
Langley or Dame E. West of
Morris, Ill., lots;
Oyna,u1 J. and Virginia Wheel-
er of Marion, Kentucky, lots;
Thomas W. Dailey, Jr. of
Nashville, Term., lots;
William R. Burdine of India-
napolis, laid., lots;
Charles or Kathryn Ott of
Avondale, Arizona, lots;
Eale Hall or Melson L. Chain
bers of Nashville, Term., lots;
Damon W. Bowen of Nash-
ville, Tenn., lots;
Charles T. Seaburn of Au
rota, Ill., lots;
World LTD, Inc., to Sallie
Elizabeth Fussell of Obicm,
Tenn., lot in Barwood Vista
Subdivision.
Bobby R. and Sara Johnson
to Donald arid Jane Alley, lot
in Calloway County.
Lakeland, Inc. to Hardy and
Dayth.a Outland, lot in Pano-
rama Shores.
Joe and Joan F. Rogers to
Treamon and Dotty Lee Cloys;
lot in Calloway County.
Jesse E. and Joyce Ray Spen-
cer, Jr. to Aubrey and Patricia
Willes lot in Gatedborough
Estates Subdivision.
Keniana Development Comp.
to Marion V. Setaer of Gary,
Ind.; lot in Keniana Scenic Val-
ley Subdivon.
Trenton and Covie Smith to
Mary Flangan; lot in Callaway
County.
Vernon and Vera Pressan of
Overland, Mo.; to Daniel and
Jewell Eberhard, Jr. oil Forest
Park, Ill.; Lot on Panorama
Shores.
Letter To Editor
Dear Mr. Williams:
A bill of great importance to
Kentuckians will be introduced
in the General Assembly in
January 1970. It has been de-
scribed as the single most inn
portant piece of conservation
legislation ever to come before
the General Assembly. The bill
is cmcerned with wild river
preservation, and I feel sure
you will want to know more
about it and to inform your
readers.
The background is this: On
October 8, 1968, Governor Lone
B Nunn wisely appointed an
Advisory Commission on Wild
Rivers to advise him which sec-
tions of streams in Kentucky
should be protected in their na-
tural state. The Governor said
at the time, "The preservation
of wild rivers is needed to af-
ford the citizens of the Com-
monwealth an opportunity to.
enjoy natural streams, to attract
out-of-state visitors to assure
the well being of the state tour-
ist industry, and to preserve
for future generations the beau-
ty of certain areas untrammel-
ed by man." The Commission
has made recommendations to
Governor Nunn, and legislation
will come before the General
Assembly soon.
If you agree with Governor
Nunn on this matter, and we
hope that you do, you can play
a vital role in preserving some
sections of Kentucky streams by
informing your readers of the
facts, and by suggesting letters
of support to Governor Nunn,
and General Assembly mem-
bers. We hope that you will
write too.
Sincerely,
W. R. Holstein
Treasurer
Kentucky Wilderness
Preservation Society
PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
A complete line. America's qua'
itybuilt hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
to 36,000 pounds.
9111 Ailf
Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Term
901/479-2517
ROAD BUILDERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 Fos, Calhoun St —Mernph.% Tennestee
Hihwoy $I South— ()mon Coy Terwleitee
ti.ghway 4$. South — Cormth ,,,,, s.pp,
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
Q — I will be 85 in a few
months, but do not plan to re-
tire. As long as my health is
good, I will continue operating
my one-man business from my
home. Will 'ate fact that I am
working affect my eligibility
or benefits under Medicare.
A — Your coverage under
Medicare will not be affected
by whether you retire or con-
tinue working after 65.
You should, however, visit
your social security office 2 or
3 months before you reach 65
and apply for social security
benefits.
Your application will meal)]
ish your eligibility for hospital
protection under Medicare,
which begins with the month
you reach 65
Remember, too, that you
may be able to receive some
social security cash benefits
even if you continue operating
your business. A person can
earn up to $1,680 a year and
still receive all his benefit pay-
ments.
While you are in the office
applying for monthly cash bene-
fits and Medicare's hospital in-
curance protection, you may al-
so sign up for the medical in.
surance part of Medicare. This
is the voluntary portion of Me-
dicare that helps pay doctor
bills and other medical expens-
es even if you don't go to the
hospital.
It is to your advantage ta
sign up for this voluntary me-
dical insurance before reaching
65 becausu a delay in enrolling
means a delay in the start of
protection.
Here is how it works. As you
approach your 65th birthday,
you also approach what the Me-
dicare jaw calls the initial en-
rollment period. You can...sign
up anytime during the 3 Months
before the month you become
65 . . during the month you
actually turn 65 ... and in any
of the 3 months after you reach
65 . . a total of 7 months.
If you enroll in the 3 months
before the month you reach 65,
your coverage will begin on the
first day of the month you he.
come 65.
People enrolling during the
month they reach 65 will not
have protection until the fol-
lowing month. And if they wait
to enroll in any of the 3 months
after they reach 65, the delay
will result in more lost protect-
ion.
Anyone who fails to sign up
for medical insurance during
his initial enrollment period can
sign up during certain general
enrollment periods, which occur
the first 3 months of each year
A person cannot sign up at all,
however, if he fails to do so
within 3 years of his first op-
portunity (the initial enroll-
ment period).
The important thing for you
to remember is the value of vis-
iting your social security office
2 or 3 months before your 65th
birthday. That way, you'll be
sure to begin receiving the be-
nefits you have earned.
11,1We are back again in our old location
at 401 S. 4th & Elm Streets
For that Extra Good FIREBIRD Gas and 
PURE
OIL Products along with car and light truck 
service.
such as:
so LUBRICATION
aoy OIL CHANGE & FILTER
60' BRAKE SERVICE
• h# MOTOR TUNE-UP
Ho' TIRE SALE & SERVICE
V° MINOR REPAIR WORK
WE INVITE YOU TO COME SEE 
US!!
If our service is not satisfactory . . 
.
PLEASE TELL US!
If you are satisfied with our service 
..
PLEASE TELL YOUR FRIENDS!
THANKS in advance!
4•Ara.
Notice
R&E PURE OIL SERVICE
LW. N. (Haydon) Rogers . 
14. (Luther) Evans
MALE CALL --- Actress Edy
Williams calls attention in
Santa Monica, Calif., to the
need for early Christmas
mailing, especially the Nov.
9 date for large packages to.
servicemen 'overseas. —
PROMISE NEW GOAL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Commerce Departmeot reports
that 18 major oil companies
ave promised to Cry to more
'!iari double the number of
•er vice stations owned by
,egroes and other minority
Y,roup members during the next
five years. 11 the goal is
,reached by 19'15, the depart-
ment said, the 18 companies
will have 28,000 minority-owned
stations, compared with 11,500
Ewbank at athlete
NEW YORK, (UPI)—Weeb
Ewbank, coach of the Superbowl
winning New York Jets, was a
quarterback, captain of the base-
ball team and member of the
basketball team during his
college days at Miami, Ohio.
In 1946 Ewbank was basketball
coach at Brown University in
addition to bat•kfield coach of
the gridders.
10,000th TELEPHONE — The West Ken
five West Kentucky counties and two in West
week in the horne of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
general manager of the co-op, is shown present
will receive free local service for on. year.
tucky Rural Telephone Cooperative, serving
Tennessee, installed Its 10,000th telephone this
Ballard, Fancy Farm Route 2. P. L. Finks.
ing the telephone to Mr. and Mrs. Ballard, who
Business Failures Decline
NEW YORK—The rate of
business failures fell a 'hair) 22
per cent in 1968, according to
the Insurantz Information In-
stitute. The number of failures
tinan the  lowest-point since
1953. The average liability per
failure was S97,659. down from
the 1967 average of s102,332.
MUM'S HIS WORD- -Sen. Ed-
ward M. Kennedy, on his
way to address the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society
dinner in Boston, says, "I
will abide by the action of
the Massachusetts Supreme
Court." That decision, while
denying some requests re-
garding the inquest into the
death of Mary Jo Kopechne,
is that. slaectators and re-
porters will be barred. With
,Kenned3t11‘..acds-Ackass..--....
OTASCO
BIGGEST SELECTION • LOWEST PRICES • NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LAYAWAY!
HORSIVIAN
COMPLETE WITH LAYETTE
LIFE-LIKE IN EVERY DETAIL
'6.50 Value
Shedrinks & wets.
Fully jointed with
life-like eyes and
rooted pixie hair.
Layette includes;
dress, bed jacket,
diaper, comb, bot-
tle, brush & mirror.
10-los
IN THE CARTON SAV1NGS-LAYAWAY!
Flying0
Flyilgt) "MONSTER
20-in. 3-Speed BICYCLE
• Rear Hub Controlled Stick-Shift
• Front & Rear Hand Caliper Brakes
New eliminator Mark II frame.
Full length chrome chain guard.
Vinyl saddle with 36" T-Bar.
Ram's horn handlebars. Extra
long 26" front fork. Rear red
band slick tire. 16" black front
tire. Mustang orange finish.
Black fork. 65-119-5
16-in. CONVERTIBLE
Layaway
Now!
• Chrome Fenders Coaster Brake
• Removable Trainer Wheels
• Adiustoble Handlebars
• State Approved Reflector
20 Tank Model "Express"
Bike. 6' 121 28.94
FlyingOTRICYCLES
T Eear smy s
Chrome rocket fin fender. Flamboyant
magenta with white trim. Whitewall
tires.. Large step plate. Ball-bearing
front wheel. 10' size. 6S-160-I
12" Trike. 65-160-3
16" Trek*. 65-160-5
-20" Take, 65-1604
OVER 470 STORES TO SERVE TOW
11.47
13.47
15.77
Includes "-Major Matt Mason,
"Jeff Long," "Doug Davis," &
"Callisto.7-Complete with Space
Sensor, Space Sted & Lunar Trac.
Big, lovable 22"-rttott-
key with vinyl face,
hands Sc feet. Has bells
on his suspenders. Can
be hung up by one
hand. 70-160-5
See corn pop! No oil re-
quired. Popcorn & bags in-
rluded. Operates on a 100-
watt bulb (not included).
70-361-3
Heavy
Gauge
Steel
ASSORTED CARS
Your
Choice
93Choose a Mustang, Camaro or
Volkswagen. Each 7-" long.
70-512.6
26 Pieces
OTASCO
"Lemon & Lime"
polystyrene set with
cups, saucers, plates,
tea pot, knives, forks
St spoons. 70-209-5
Service
for
4
woic ESTER
"MARVEL"
GALLOPING
MUSTANG
7/87
Sale
Price
Mount him and hold on!
A spring propels him
ahead on hidden wheels.
Spurs included. Vans •
In Bel-Air
PHONE 753-8391
am. ••••••• .1111.011111.•
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KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
REPORT
 •
Taxes, insurance rates, collective bargaining for public employ-
es, and narcotics on campus—all controversial and complex
subjects sure to face the 1970 General Assembly—are in the lime-
light of interim legislative committee activity.
The Legislature's Interim Committee on Appropriations and
Revenue has been told the 1970 Legislature will be asked to con-
sider one of three proposals from the Department of Education,
all of which would result in increased property taxes to be used
for local school effort.
The Legislative Research Commission has challenged the auth-
ority of the Insurance Commissioner to issue a regulation which
limits credit life insurance rates.
Representatives of several public employe groups have called
for a state law to allow public employes to organize for the purpose
of entering into collective bargaining with employers. A represen-
tative of the Kentucky School' Boards association opposed the
idea during a hearing by a special Legislative subcommittee.
Testimony by state narcotics control officials during another
special Legislative subcommittee hearing indicates that use of
narcotics and dangerous drugs, particularly among college students,
Is continuing to increase in Kentucky.
James Melton, assistant superintendent for finance, in the De-
partment of Education, told the Legislature's Interim Committee
on Appropriations and Revenue that three proposals are being
considered to help local school districts Increase local tax
support for school.
One would eliminate the present property tax level for schools
set in 1965 and let local school boards set new rates.
A second proposal would allow local school districts to increase
tax rates up to 10 cents per $100 valuation in each of the next two
years.
The third plan would be to re-introduce a proposal, which d
ied
in the 1968 General Assembly, giving local school districts authority
to raise tales 5 per cent in each of the two years following 
the
legislative session.
The tax proposals were outlined after legislators called the
1970-72 legislative program of the Kentucky Education Association
unrealistic. The legislators suggested that KEA and theDepartrnent
of Education get together and set priorities in the proposed pro-
gram. Melton said that is being done.
The LRC questioned a regulation issued by Insurance Comm-
issioner Robert Preston which limits charges for credit life
Insurance to 75 cents per year per $100 of scheduled indebted-
ness. The regulation is aimed primarily at bank loans. Rates
have been as much as $1.
The regulation also imposes a ceiling of 15 cents per ye
ar
per $100 of debt on the amount charged for dismember
ment
benefits. These rates have been as high as 25 cents.
The LRC also wanted to know why the regulation does not
take effect until Dec. 15, three months after it was issued, 
when and looked the house over and
the normal period between filing and effect is 30 days. The 
LRC
has asked Preston to appear at its November meeting to explain.
A bill embodying the same provon&ashae_regulatioa is sc
he-
duled to be introduced in the 1970 General Assembly.
Only the school boards of the state opposed collective bargain-
ing for public employes, including teachers, during a he
aring
held by a subcommittee of the Legislature's Interim Committee
on Labor and Industry. Spokesmen for teachers, nurses, fire-
men, state and city workers and some university professors
said many public employes will not negotiate with employes
unless forced to do so by law.
There were some differences of opinion during the hearing
between Dr. Marvin Dodson, of KEA, and Richard L. Mi
ller,
of the Kentucky Federation of Teachers. Miller wants a s
ingle
collective bargaining laiv for all public employes, while Dodson
wants a separate law for school teachers.
Proponents of a collective bargaining law for public employes
presented proposals ranging from voluntary arbitration and pena-
lties for strikes, to the right to strike except in emergency situa-
tions involving the health, safety or welfare of the community.
A narcotic subcommittee of the Legislature's Interim Committee
on Health and Welfare was told that "10 per cent of the students"
at colleges and universities in Kentucky use some form of drugs.
More men, more money, better law enforcement, better treat-
ment and preventive education are necessary to meet the problem,
not only at the college level, but in all society, drug control
officials agreed during the hearing.
C. F. Hancock, assistant director of narcotic and drug control
in the Kentucky Department of Health, told the subcommittee
his division needs three new field agents and suggested that
salaries be raised and requirements be lowered for the job.
He said this would allow hiring of young men who can commie
cate with college students.
In other legislative activity, a subcommittee of the Legis-
lature's Committee on Business Organization and Professions
voted to recommend that the regulatory Board of Barbers and
Cosmetologists be split into two separate boards, one to regulate
each profession,
James T. Fleming, director of LRC, said facts and opinions
concerning subjects under discussion by interim committees
may be sent to the LRC, Room 301, State Capitol, Frankfort,
40601.
ANALYSIS
THE LEDGER & TUMIES 
att RRAY, KENTUCKY
•
Hospital Report
(Continued From Page 1)
„lames Thomp.son of Harrods
Creek.
This leaves the Republicans
without an obvious candidate to
succeed Nunn.
Among those who have been
mentioned include Thomas Em-
berton, a Public Service Com-
missioner and close Nunn ally,
U. S. Rep. M. G. Gene Snyder,
the 4th District congressman.
and state Parks Commissioner
Robert Gable.
Buoyed by the election re-
sults, speculation as to a Demo-
cratic nominee will increase,
but Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford
m,ust be considered the most
likely nominee at this stage.
After Tuesday, the list of pos-
sible Democratic candidates for
governor became too long to
list here.
Letter To Editor
(Continued From Page OW
wreck with. State Farm paid
all my expenses, car mileage,
motel for my wife and I, food,
lawyer's fee, and we won the
case In 1963 I was on my way
to Florida and was hit in the
rear by a car without insur-
ance. I came back home and
Buddy Valentine adjusted to
my satisfaction. No trouble.
I had insurance with Melugin
and Holton. Hail damage to my
home was settled by their ad-
justor at once.
Also hail damage to my car
was settled by Holton a n d
Melugin at once by their ad-
justor. In 1967 my wife had a
wreck with a 14y from De-
troit. The other person was at
fault and it was settled within
one week by an adjustor from
Paducah. No trouble at all.
On October 31, 1969 at 8:15
a fire broke out in my home
and did quite a bit of smoke
damage to the house I report-
ed to Hblton and Melugin and
n November 4, Mr. r. A. Bell,
adjustor from Paducah'came by
in fifteen minutes my claim
was settled beyond my expecta-
'ons and complete satisfaction.
As I said in the beginning I
ave heard so much complaint
tom people on claims, that
wanted to write in defense of
surance companies I have had
alings with. All have been
ompletely satisfactory and
ver
All
ave
Antique Show
Is Planned
On Weekend
The Reidland Boosters Club
will hold their annual antique
show and sale this year on Sat-
urday and Sunday, November
8th and 9th, at the Reidland
High School Gym, near Puha.
cah. This year's show will fea-
ture displays from ten surround-
mg states, with more than 25
participating dealers. All items
will be for sale
Show chairman, Bill Schroed-
er, reports as an added attrac-
tion there will be a Biblical
money collection on. display
featuring a "widows mite", a
type of the "thirty pieces of
silver", and the tribute penny"
Also in the collection is a 10th
century Byzantine coin with the
portrait of Christ.
There will be signs on the
major highways directing in-
terested persons from out of
town to the show location just
south of Paducah, on highway
68. in Reidland
Show hours are Saturday 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday 12 noon
to 6 p.m All proceeds go to the
Reidland School Boosters Club
to promote school activities. For
other information contact Bill
Schroeder. Route 4. Paducah,
hentuck 42001
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
opened mixed today in moder-
ate turnover.
Although the news budget
was without particular feature,
belief among investors that
President Nixon is committed
to the eventual withdrawal of
all U.S. combat troops from
Vietnam still was a potentially
bullish factor. South Vietnam's
Vice President, Nguyen Can
Ky, noted that it is his
country's aim to take over the
war by the end of next year.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide Indicator was
up 0.04 per cent on 394 issues
traded. Declines edged advan-
ces, 136 to 134.
Goodyear eased 1 8 to 31,
while American Telephone lost
1 4 to 51. Johns-Manville picked
up a to 34'8, Pittston Co, 34 at
70'8. Gimbel Bros. traded a
Mock of 18,200 shares at 451 ,
unchanged, and International
Telephone 12,000 shares at 583s,
uP 8
In the oil group, Gulf was
unchanced at 33, Atlantic
tic htield up 1 2 at 1011 4 ,
ccidental steady at 2538, and
tandard of California also
steady at 58. Natomas held
changed at 63 Shell rose's
o 521 ..
my expectations.
of these above claims I
been in excess of $500
Sincerely,
J. H. (Hardeman) Nix
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Murray, Ky.
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Pao@ Ono)
dent, Ed Filbeck, cashier, Chas
B. Grogan, assistant cashier,
and E. W. Pace, assistant cash-
ier.
A front page news story show-
ed that Tullus Chambers was
elected as principal of Benton
School Ted Sanford piclo.d
the Calloway County Basket-
ball team at the close of the
county tournament: Ross (Kirk-
sey) forward, Waterfield (Hazel)
forward, McGee (Kirksey) cen-
ter, Moss (Almo) guard, and
Cochran (Lynn Grove) timed.
Honorable mention went to
Chrisman (New Concord) and
Swift (Kirksey). No first names
ere given.
This 1927 issue of the Murray
Ledger also pointed out that
weed prices creep upward dur-
ing the week. The Mayfield
average for dark tobacco was
$5.68, Paducah $6.02, Murray
$6.13. Hopkinsville $8.85 and
Clarksville $8.23.
Jude* C. H. Bush of Hopkins-
ville was spending the week in
Calloway in support of his re-
election as Circuit JUdge.
All that happened only 42 years
ago, yet it seems as though it
were in another era.
M. B. Taylor at the Baptist
Church pre-ached on "The Sin-
ner's Debts" and "Every True
Conversion a Miracle".
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Washington
Window
By I.1ERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPf) — In
this intensely image-conscious
era, it is interesting to see how
latter-day personal memoirs
about President John F. Kenne-
dy tend to show him in
somewhat sharper, yet friendly
focus than the first round of
largely worshipful books by his
intimates shortly after his
death.
A current example is an
interesting book by John Ken-
neth Galbraith— "Ambassador's
Journal: A Personal Account of
the Kennedy Years."
The public knows Galbraith
generally as Kennedy's ambas-
sador to India, Harvard profes-
sor, liberal figure, recognized
economist and prolific author,
But Galbraith was more than
that. He was on close personal
terms with Kennedy and his
wife, Jacqueline, not only
during the White House years,
but during the 1960 campaign.
Constant Pain
Galbraith arrived in India to
take up his ambassadorial
duties in early April, 1961, but
returned to Washington for
consultation less than two
months later. As he prepared to
leave the nation's capital and
return to New Delhi, his journal
entry for June 20, 1961, includes
this passage
"I saw the President on three
occasions. Once he was in the
bathtub; once in bed; once we
rode to the Shoreham (hotel)
together for a speech. I think
he is suffering a great deal
from his back. Certainly it is
more serious than he admits or
wants to admit*
"The first of our sessions was
in his bathroom. While sitting
on a stool, I told him about
some iniquitous goings-on. Eve-
ry _once th a while, the
conversation was interrupted as
he turned on the hot water with
his foot. Bob Kennedy came in
with one of his youngsters. .1
wondered if the boy were
cleared by the FBI for we were
talking about some very secret
matters."
Minimize Ailment
This peseaee was inter
in that It involved a per
when Kennedy, indeed, was in
much pain because of a chronic
back ailment. The pain put him
on crutches for a time, and also
led to long hours in hot baths
and the heated White House
swimming pool where he
sometimes swam in the nude
while carrying on business
conversations with men ranging
from cabinet officers to corree
spondents.
Yet, during the same perioe
covered in Galbraith's journal,
the White House was making
every effort to minimize the
extent of Kennedy's ailment.
The first story about his being
on crutches appeared at the
end of his triumphant trip
(from a crowd standpoint) with
his wife to Paris, Vienna and
London. Actually, the limited
facts did not become available
until the White House was
faced with some rather hard-
nosed news stories.
Many Americans simply re-
fused to accept the fact that
Kennedy for a time was on the
verge of invalidism because of
his back. In fact, during most
of his White House days, he had
to cope and learn to live with
almost constant pain which his
doctors described as a low-
grade type comparable to a dull
toothache,
Federal State Market News
Service, 11-6-'69 Kentucky Pur
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 896 Head, Barrows an
Gilts, Mostly 50 cents higher;
Sows, Steady to 25 cents high-
er.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.00-25.50,
Few 1-2 $25.75,
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.50-25.00;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $24.00-24.50;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.50-24.00,
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21,50-22,25;
US 1-3 300.550 lbs 520.75-21.50;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-20.75.
Kennedy's grit and resource-
fulness, plus the dedication of
his staff, produced an entirely
different image for the public—
that of an inspirational, eternal-
ly youthful, physically active
chief executive whose name
was synonomous with touch
football (which he had not
played for ages before becOrfl..
ing President, although his two
brothers and close assoeiates
were great advocates of back-
yard football.)
AvueTS 104
NURSERY 7
NOVEMBER 3, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Louise Lyons, Rte. 1
Murray; Mrs. Sheila Cavitt, 1
Johnson Blvd., Murray; Mrs
Murlene Crouch & Baby Gir
1629 Hamilton, Murray; Mrs
Mary Pierce. Rte. 2. Murry,:
Miss Debbie Nunn, Hester
Mee, Murray; Miss Suzie Crap
btree, Rte, 4, Murray; Marvin
Boyle, 205 No, 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy Williams, 1503
Main St., Murray; Mrs. Nancy
Nirnmo, 1706 Walnut, Benton;
Mrs. Sallie Crider, 212 No, 2nd
St., Murray; Roland Crider, 212
No. 2nd St. , Murray; Will Pitt-
man, Rte. 1, Murray; Clarence
Rohwedder, 101 So. 14th St., Mur-
ray; Paul Humphreys, 901 Sy
more, Murray; Mrs. Lois Miller,
1401 Main St., Murray; Mrs. Add-
le Bureeen, Rte. 1, Dexter; Bruce
Cram, 900 Poplar St., Murray;
Lilburn Rayburn, 410 So, 6
St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Estelle Outland, Rte. 3,
Murray; Denson Elliott, Box 914
Univ. Stat., Murray; Kenneth Evi-
tts, Rte, 4, Murray; Mrs. Janice
Sheppard and Baby Boy, Rte. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Fanny Stone, 603
So. 9th St., Murray; Mrs. Lula
Holland (Expired), 303 So. 6th
Ste Murray.
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 7
NOVEMBER 4, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Wanda Collie, 518 So.
6th St., Murray; Junior Child-
ress, 506 Meadow Lane, Murr-
ay; Miss Michelle Combs, Rte.
2, Benton; Prince Fox, Rte. 7,
Murray; Everett Wheeler, Rte.
6, Murray; James Duncan, Rte,
1, Almo; Mrs . Verna Lax, 1304
Overby, Murray; Mrs. 
JudithRoode, 213 Woodlawn, Murray;
Mrs. Katherine Baldwin, Pur-
year
.
 , Tenn., Baby Girl Cavift,
1504 Johnson Blvd., Murray; Ho-
mer Lovett, Rte. 1, Murray,
DISMISSALS
Olin Turner, Rte, 4, Cadiz;
Miss Bonnie Nennally, 1000 Sh-
arpe St., Murray; Mrs . Donna
Alexander and Baby Boy, Rte. 6,
Murray; Miss Patricia Voyles,
Woods Hall Box 4 MSU, Murr-
ay; Mrs. Irene Pickard, Rte. 7,
Murray; Oscar Skinner, 707
So. 3rd St., Murray; Herbert
Broach, In Care of Mrs. Era Chi-
lders, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Opal
arker, Rte. 5, Murray,
Quaker Maid
And Tappan
In Merger
The Tappan Company, Mans-
field, Ohio based major appli-
ance manufacturer, and Quaker
Maid Kitchens, Inc., of Lees-
port, Pennsylvania, a custom
kitchen cabinet manufacturer,
today announced the merger of
(4uaker Maid and its affiliated
companies with The Tappan
Company had become effective.
Tappan, an 88 year old multi.
plant manufacturer of a full
I:ne of appliances for the home,
had sales in 1968 of $116,000,-
000. Quaker Maid, a 19 year old
custoni manufacturer with dis-
tribution in 23 states, had sales
in 1968 of 57250,000. The Tap-
pan Company issued 233,00(
snares of Common Stock in con
sideration for the acquisition.
Mr Tappan stated that, as
previously announced, Quaker
Maid would continue with its
present management and would
continue to maintain its own
channels of distribution under
the Quaker Maid brand name.
It was indicated that the issu-
ance of shares would create no
dilution in earnings per share,
and Mr. Tappan said, 'in fact
we look for some modest en-
aancement'.
THE SENTIMENTAL APPEAL of the quieter life of yesteryear is growing stronger, from
Christmas to Christmas, and this feeling is being translated into greeting cards by a
greater use of a fine arts approach, according to the annual survey conducted by the
American Artists Group_ The designs above are-the works of artists it J: Heiden (top
left); John C. Pellew ilower left i; Maxwell Mayil i top right'. and Laura Jean.
Burden For
School Order
On Boards
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press International
On May 17, 1954, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that
separate schools for black
children, though supposedly
equal to those for whites, were
in fact inherently unequal.
Defendant in that classic case,
Brown vs. Board-of Education,
was quite obviously a school
board,
After 15 years elapsed and
neither the letter nor the spirit
of the original law had been
observed, the Supreme Court
acted again. This time it set
aside its "all deliberate speed"
doctrine and told local school
districts to integrate "at once."
The burden for implementing
the new order once again will
fall on school boards, initially
the 33 Mississippi districts
named in the case that reached
the high court and ultimately in
all places where segregation
still is preserved by law or
administrative act.
In a new book, "The Politics
of Schools, A Crisis in Sell.
Government," Robert Bendiner
says this about boards of
education:
"Of all the agencies devised
by Americans for the guiding of) 
their public affairs, few are as
vague in function as the school
, board, fewer still take office in
such resounding apathy — and
none ironically is capable of
stirring up the passions of the
community to so fine a troth."
Beodiner, a longtime political
reporter now on the editorial
board of the New York Times,
found during a two-year study
of school boards in 18 states
that in the matter of integra-
tion they "are reeling under the
responsibility for effecting a
s,cial revolution which by
themselves they are powerless
either to accomplish or to
resist." The result, in the North
and West as well as in the
South, he said, is that boards
are in running warfare with the
communities, state govern-
ments, the courts and the
federal Office of Education.
In the South, Bendiner said
that after the 1954 order local
school boards received both the
federal government's injunc-
tions and the counter-orders
from the Statehouse,
In the decade and a half
since the Brown decision,
Bendiner said, "School boards
have been left to thrash about
in legal quagmires from which
they can only hope that their
hired counsel will extricate
them in good time and
reasonable shape."
LABOR SURVEY BEING
CONDUCTED IN THIS AREA,
OF WESTERN KENTUCKY
A national concern is seeking
additional plant site locations
and evaluations arc being made
in this area of Western
Kentucky.
This facility will manufacture
industrial machinery when
completed, and will require male
and female, skilled, semi-skilled,
and unskilled help in office and
factory job positions. It intends
to operate on a three, eight-hour
shift basis.
The questionnaires May be
feted_ out at a _timber, pfeplacee
in, Mayfield and Graves county.
Interested persons are asked to
fill out the questionnaires
completely and nutil them in
envelopes which' will be
furnished at each of the
following places where
questionnaire blanks may be
obtained:
Monroe's Superette:
Folsormiale, Kentucky.
James Majors Real Estate
Office. Wingo. Kentucky.
Farm,ers Supply; Symsonia,
Kentucky.
E. 0. Ray Grocery ,Nr
Hardware: Sedalia, Kentucky.
Mayfield Gra% es County
Chamb.r of Commerce: 328
South 6th Street: Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Liberty Savings Bank; 117
North 7th Street; Mayfield,
Kentucky.
The First National Bank of
Mayfield; 101 East Broadway;
Mayfield, Kentucky.
Kentucky Security Bureau of
Employment; Unemployment
Division, 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield. Kentucky.
The Exchange Bank; South
Seventh Street; Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Anderson's Place; May fte)d
Shopping Plaza; Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Paper umbrellas folding
- YODOENI AG44I,-isPart ftill•)--• —
Popularity of European-style
umbrellas has forced many ma-
kers ofelapan's traditional_pap.er
umbrellas to chiae shop. Only
five manufacturers remain in this
center of the paper umbrella
industlry, where more than 30
firms once were in -Chi.
nes& Japanese umbrellas, made
of bamboo and heavy oil pa
are sold mostly to hotels, whip
lend them to guests.
STOP
wasting time
GO
classified
ATTENTION —
Livestock Producers
BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY
Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with the Mur-
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
•
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Liveststck Co. will give the livestock in-
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 753-
5334 for top hog quotations
Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No. 3 No. 2 No. 1
$24.75 '25.00 '25.50
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NOTICE
Aose 10 lbs. in
w 10 days on
Grapefruit
Diet
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
(Special) - This is the revo-
lutionary grapefruit diet that
everyone is suddenly talking
about. Thousands of copies
have been raised from hand
to hand in factories, plants
and offices throughout the
U.S.
Because this diet rea II y
works. We have testimonials
reporting on its success. If
you follow A exactly, you
should lose 10 pounds in 10
days. No weight loss in the
first four days but you will
suddenly drop 5 pounds on
the 5th day. Thereafter lose
one pound a day until the
10th day. Then you will lose
• pounds every two days
until you get down to your
proper weight. Best of all.
there will be no hunger
pangs. Revised and enlarged,
this diet lets you stuff your-
self with formerly "forbid-
den" foods, such as steaks
trimmed with fat, roast or
fried chicken, gravies, may-
onnaise, lobster swimming in
butter, bacon fats, sausages
and scrambled eggs and still
lose weight. The secret be-
hind this "quick we'ght loss"
diet is simple. Fat does not
form fat. And the grapefruit
Juice in this diet acts as a cat-
alyst (the "trigger"), to start
the fat burning process. You
stuff yourself on the permit-
teefood listed In the diet
plan, and still less unsightly
fat and excess body fluids. A
copy of this startling success-
ful diet - car"' be obtained by
sending $2 to
Citrus Diet Plan
- 50211,W. Jefferson
L.A. Calif. 90016
Money-back guarantee, If
after trying the diet you have
not lost 7 pounds in the first
seven days, another 6 pounds
In the next 7 days, and 1,'2
ounds every two days there-
ter, simply return the diet
Ian and your $2 will be re-
nded promptly and without
gumant. Tear out this mes-
sage as a reminder. Decide
now to regain the trim attrac-
tive figure of your youth.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MOTORCYCLE AGENCY Avail-
able: Here's an opportunity for
a sales and mechanics:Ilya:Wad-
ed person who wants to own
and operate his own business.
Triumph is the motorcycle that
has earned the title of "the
world's be motorcycle". Their
reputation for performance, re-
liability and popularity is en-
vied by other brands. Triumph
(Mailers receive well planned na-
*old advertising support . .
m well as assistance with local
advertising. For a relatively
Baud' investment, the return
can be big, and personally sat-
'ng. For details, write to Bill
Dowell, Triumph Corporation,
caisson, Baltimore, Maryland
1204. H-N-7-C
NOTICE
ANT
NEW IN U.S.A.
"Violin Spider" almost like the Brown Fiddler Re-
cluse Spicier, but can be almost any color. Was found
in the U.S.A. last May. The *bite can cause extensive
skin damage, also painful severe ulceration of a large
area: and might be fatal if not treated. Injection by the
poisonous spider causes a change in the blood, and is
more toxic than the Recluse Spider. A number of deaths
have been reported.
Dr. Russell's Laboratory the U.S.0 Lab maintains
probably the world's largest collection of anti-venom
have, the serums.
We have a new method to kill spiders, roaches and
other insects. No mess, no cleaning out cabinets, walk
out of the house and we do the rest. Helps protect furs.
clothes and carpet.
For Information, Call ...
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 S. 13th Street Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3914
HELP WANTED
TEXAS OIL
COMPANY
NEEDS MAN OVER 40
as Traveling Representative
write: A. F. Dickerson, Pres.
Southwestern Petroleum
Corp.
5314 N. Main
Ft. Worth, Texas
REAL ESTATE POE' SALE
131( OWNER: Three - bedroom
holm, near town, hospital and
high school. Fenced in back
yard, carpeted, built-tin. Phone
7534330. _
ICING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with trees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-6977.
Dec.-9 
THREE-BEDROOM brick in city
school district with all the ex-
tras. Would conaider a trade.
Phone 753-4516. N-11-C
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
- WANTED -
APPLICANTS TO FILL FOLLOWING
POSITIONS IN NEW PLANT
Plant Engineer
(engineering degree preferred)
Plant Accountant
(accounting degree preferred
Industrial Electrician
Apply To:
CELOTEX CORPORATION
Paris, Tenn. 38242 - Phone 642-1230
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
NOTICE
Goodyear Tire Bargains
POWER CUSHION BLACK __ 16.95
POWER CUSHION BLACK -- 18.50
POWER CUSHION X NEW WHITE --
POWER CUSHION X NEW WHITE
TUBE INCLUDED  22.50
11-,-825 x 15 CUSTOM POWER CUSHION BLACK - 17.50
44-70 x 14CUSTOM WIDE TREAD POLYGLAS WHITE 32.95
15-F-70 xl4SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD GT RED STRIPEI9.95
4-H-70 x ISCUSTOM WIDE TREAD POLYGLAS WHITE35.95
1..p.70x Is SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD NYLON WHITE 21.75
-70x IS SPEEDWAY WIDE TREAD NYLON WHITE 23.50
x 12 WHITE FIRST GRADE .__ 17.50
11 - 670x15 Used-6-Ply
Mud & Snow Tires
All Plus Tax Mounted Free
EASY BUDGET TERMS
Special This Week .. •
• Rotate Your Tires and Inspect
4-735 x 14
4-825 x 14
18-845 x 15
10-855 x IS
only 99*
-
G00111,TV(AP )
BURETS
210 E. Main Ph. 753-5617
NOTICE
WANTED: A Merit clothing
worker wants a ride from High-
way 280 or Murray. Call 435-
2102. N-7-P
ELECTROLUX SALES di Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-11-C
ROAC HE S
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today Per FREE
Inspection
Phaem 7534014
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-195
KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Plums 753-3914
Located 100 So. 13th St.
FOR SALE
CLEANINGFST carpet cleaner
you ever used, so easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Rig K. N-&C
HOUSEHOLD Furniture--EarlY
American living room suite, ma-
ple end tables, wing beck Indy-
el chair, fireplace set, oval cof-
fee table, half-bed complete,
two odd chests, white bedroom
suite complete, oak dining room
suite with four chairs, electric
lawn mower, two school desks.
Phone 753-5868 after five p. m•
TWO BOXER puppies, males,
three months. $50.00 each. Also
American Flyer train set with, 
switches and lots of extra track,-
SERVICES OFFERED
PROF1SIONAL resident-
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486. N-25-C
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
lishinten II:00 a. m. and
5:00 o. iii.
110TNNI NOTICE
1120.00. Phone 753-3113 after FOR YOUR home remodeling,
5:00 p. m. I4-641 additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6123. TFC
36-INCH TAPPAN gas range,
avacado green. Like new. If in
teresteci phone 753-9357. N-6-C
10 WEANING PIGS, Phone 753
6533 N-8-C
LEATHER COUCH, hide-a-way,
chrome dinette set with six
chairs, desk and chair, five-
drawer chest, roll-a-way bed.
Phone 753-4894. N-6-C
GIRLS COATS, sizes 4 to 6. Also
would like to buy coats in size
8 for twins. Phone 759-1977.
N-7-C
BRAND NEW Anscornatic S/80
instant loading movie camera
for super 8 movies. Never been
used, still in box and has one
year guarantee, $15.00. Phone
753-8091 after 5:30 p. m. N-7-P
FORMICA' TOP lareakfast sat
itith six chairs, also high chair.
Good condition. Phone 753-9286.
N-7-C
- --
GUITAR for sale. Gibson J-50
flat top. Ten years old Nice,
$225.00. Phone 753-8124. N-11-C
USED MATTRESS, 54' x 74'.
Good condition. Will sell cheap
Phone 753-8752.
THREE-YEAR-OLD mare. Phone
489-3252. N-7-C
PURPLE CARPET, 9'4' x
also curtains and bedspread to
match. Almost new. Very rea-
sonable. Phone 753-3064. N-7-C
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair work and addi-
tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-6977. Dec.-9-'C
Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Call
Kelley's Pest
Control
753-3914
AIF 
SAWS FILED: Pinking shears
and scissors sharpened. Small
Kppliance service. 51.2 South
12th. Phone 753-6067. TFC
WANT TO SEE your grass
make- Good! _During Thank.*
giving holidays (Nov. 26, 27, 28,
29) two college students using
super rakes will dispose of your
leaves fast and efficiently. Hour-
ly rate, $1.50 each. If interested
contact Super Brothers, John
or Doug, for appointment. Call
753-2567 after 7 p. m. We know
how to handle loaves. N 7-P
ANLLL KEEP elderly man in my
home, room and board with
nursing care. Phone 753-6541
N-8-P
* ****************
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olyester Cord Runs Smoothand Coo
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread *
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design
-mow
* YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!
.41110111e- -411•111.-
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
•GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth 8, Main Phone 753-5862
AUTOS POP SALE
1950 FORD Falcon six cylinder
Good cheap car, $130.00. Phone
753-1439. N-7-C
1969 FORD Cobra. 12,000 actual
miles. Phone 753-2353 after
5:00 p. m. N-7-C
1968 PONTIAC Catalina four-
door hardtop. Dark green with
black vioyl roof, factory air and
double power. 1967 Camaro, V-8
automatic, 327 motor, console
In the floor. Gold with black
vinyl roof, new tires. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station, Corner of
Eith and Main. N-7-C
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
with factory air and all power
1966 Oldamobile Toronado with
factory air and power. Real
sharp, local oar. Cain and 'Tay-
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. N-7-C
1966 PLYMOUTH four door se-
dan with factory air and power,
tinted glass. Local low mileage
car. 1966 Buick Skylark two
door hardtop with factory air, '
automatic V-8, console in the
floor. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of tIth and Main.
24-7-C
1965 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan with factory air,
power windows and seats, steer-
ing and brakes. Local car. 1965
Buick LaSabre four door hard-
top with factory air and power
Local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
N-7-C
1966 CHEVROLET Nova station
wagon, V-8, automatic, power
steering. 1965 Ford Falcon, six-
cylinder automatic. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. N-7-C
1959 OLDS four door hardtop.
Real good mechanically and
shall), $395.00. 1965 Volkswag-
en. I-neal car. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. N-7-C
NIL 1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four
door hardtop with factory air
JR,' and double power. Chevrolet
pick-up truck, $295.00. Cain and
*See Our Selection ofCA,rs *MasthYlarandGulL Station. C°74111,7°.
******* * * *
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Oct 7, Ledger &
Times. Please bring to the Lod-
ger & Times office. 'TFNC
WANTED: Good used snare
drum. 'Phone 753-6057. N-6-C
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
FORD pick-up truck, $99.00
1963 Pontiac Bonneville station
wagon with factory air and pow-
LOST: Torn Sealpoint Siamese er.,• Cain and Taylor Gulf St.-
cat, name, Tinker. Phone 753- ̀ zon- Corner of 0th and Main.
9973. N-6-C 11-7-C
WANTED. Used set of Barbells., 
Call 753-5107. N-7-C LOST: Ladies billfold, light 1961 CADILLAC Deville sedan,
HELP WANTED 
blue, between court 
square and 
condition.Uncle Jeff's. Contained about
Phone 436-2323. N-8-C
mew tires, perfect 
$6.00 Finder may have money.
SMALL REFRIGERATOR, $15
Call 753-2588 ITC
OLD FASHION English Shep-
herd male dog, 11 months old.
Black with ring neck, make ex-
cellent pet fo: childrer. Phone
753-O787. N-8-P
8' x 15' CAMPER trailer, extra
nice inside and out. Licensed-
and ready for the road, $775 00
Phone 753-5787. N-8-1'
EXTRA NICE Hotpoint range
and General Electric refrigera-
tor. Good condition. Phone 753
8294. N-8-C
1969 FLAT Spider 850 Must
sacrifice. Take over $70.00 a
month payments. Phone Padu-
cah 554-3282.
DOBERMAN Pinscer puppies
One male and one female. Phone
753-5619 or 753-1499, N-8-C
FOR better cleaning to keep
colors gleaming, use Blue Lus-
tre carpet cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto
Store. "Home of the Wishing
Well". N-8-C
POOL TABLE. Good condition
Phone 753-4902 after 5:00 p. m
N-8-C
1969 KAWAKAKI 350 motor
cycle, 2500 miles. Phone 753-
5917 after 5:00 p. m. N-8-C
YARD SALE, Saturday, Novem
her 8, 1969. Trunks, round
tables (one claw foot), wash
stands, bowl and pitcher sets,
lots of other antiques. For in
formation call 492-8594 after
6.00 p. m. N-8-C
MANAGER WANTED
FOR LOCAL STORE
Need Manager at Once with
Management Background
Salary unlimited. Answer in writing, giving qualifications
and some information about yourself. Include age and
telephone number.
P.O. BOX 32-H
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
pps,T, strayed 
or 
stolen; black 1962 CHEVROLET four-door
and white part Beagle dog, if lair-condition. ed.. Must mill duo
found phone 753-3589. N-8-P4 . Illness* Call Lamer Fanner
rro8-29'70.
 A Please return billfold. Phone
753-6311. N-7-C
LOST: Near city park, male
Sealpoint Siamese, wearing flea
collar and orange collar with
ID tag. Phone 753-7770. N-8-C
High scorer
NEW YORK (UPI)-Frank
Gifford, now a sportscaster,
scored 484 points as a halfback
and flanker for the New York
Football Giants, an all-time club
zecord.
POP RENT NOTICE NOTICE
ONE - BEDROOM furnfshed'
house. Phone 753-4647. N-6-C
SIX-ROOM unfurnished apart-
ment, air-conditioned, carpeted.
Call 753-8175. N-11-C
THREE-BEDROOM home, 1%
miles from Murray on old Ben-
ton-Murray road. Call 753-8861
or 437-3451. N-11-P
HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 42', '67
model. Electric heat, $6.5.00 per
month. Two miles from Murray.
Phone 753-7856. N-7-C
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
two or single. Two blocks from
college. All electric and all pri-
vate, available now. Call 753-
2672. N-7-C
EFFICIENCY apartment. Phone
753-8555. N-8-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a,
partmem. Phone 753-5079.
N-8-C
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
NOTICE
ANTIQUE SHOW
and SALE
SATURDAY, NOV. 0th
9 ii.111 9 p.m.
SUNDAY NOV. 'Hi
12 Noon 6 p.m.
'REIDLAND HIGH SCHOOL
GYM
Paducah, Kentucky
ltc
Be A Part of the Action . . .
Join the Band
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR PURCHASE
OF BAND INSTRUMENTS!
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixleland Center Chestnut Street
Phone 753 7575
• "YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dori-
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TFC
WANTED. Lady, experienced in
salad department. 8:00 a. m. to
4:00 p. m. shift. Full time work.
Must be neat, efficient and de-
pendable. No phone calls. Ap-
ply Colonial House Smorgas-
bord. N-8-C
RANTED
FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK
Pipe Fitters
Welders
Electricians
Apply To:
CELOTEX CORPORATION
Paris, Tenn. 38242 Phone 642 1230
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER
GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Made Fresh Daily
IN SACKS OR BULK
, SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th
tic
NOTICE NOTICE
WANTED: Woman for weekly
housecleaning and ironing. Call
753-6719 after 5 p. m. Refer-'
ences required. N-10-C
WANTED: Waitress at Tom's
Pizza Palace. Call or come by
Tom's Pizza Palace after 12:00
noon. N-8-C
 AltilMmteesr
ATTENTION
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
Due to the fact that two weeks ago, our packer made
it possible for us to start grading hogs, better hog prices
have come to Murray as you have been told.
We. the Shoemaker and Atkins Livestock Co., will pay
daily for hogs grading No. 1, No. 2. No. 3, top local mar
ket price. Call 753 3225 for daily market quotations.
We appreciate your business and will always do the
best we tan for the producer.
Ellis and Myrtle Shoemaker
n6c
NOTICE NOTICE
WANTED: Part-time or full-
time route mac. Inquire at
Boone's Laundry & Cleaners.
N-11-C
WANTED: Women to do altera-
tions. Call 753-4542 or 753-8668,
N-8-C
BULL DURHAM DINING ROOM
(Near Paris Landing)
Is Now Open Only Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
Until the First of March
n6e
rAGE TEN
UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1230-6:30 Sunday
and
Compare
Its Your Choice,
Ask Your Doctor
For Your Prescrip-
tion Let Us Price
Your Prescription.
See For Yourself
The Low Everyday
Prices. Our Choice
To Sell For Less.
SICK
ROOM
SUPPLIES
WHEEL CHAIRS
WALKERS
COMMODES
CRUTCHES
CANES
Ask About Our
Complete Selection
19.95
SQUIBB
BROX0-
DENT
ELECTRIC
TOOTH
BRUSH
$11.88
$4.95 Fleece Lin -
Value Naugahyde
HOLDS CAMERA, 
FILM,
of any Instatratic Cam
era!
See Our Complete S
election
KODAK INSTAMATICx
CAMERA
A Kodak gift
gives happily
ever after
Our Every Day
Low Price Plus - CASE 
FREE!!
Polaroid R99
Film 61Type 101 
SUPER 8 $723
Movie Film 46CARTRIDGE
PROCESSING
SUPER 8
8nun Roll
20 Exp.
Slide Film
$
Only
51
- •
THE _LEDGER ik 
T1MF. _MURRAY, KENTU
CKY
JUST WONDERFUL
HAIR SPRAY
c ReguloHr,olHd ard toall
USALE 13-0z. ConReg. 98c 
PACQUINS
LOTION
For Extra Dry Skin
101/2-0z. With Dispenser
Family Size
634-0z. Tube
Reg. $1.05
GLEEM
SALE 66o
TOOTH PASTE
FACY
MIXED NUTS
13 oz. Can
Reg. 9k
PRINCE ERIC
Fancy Mixed Nuts
SALE 49
CEPACOL
MOUTH-WASH
and GARGLE
_ 
20-0z.
Family Size
Reg. $1.49
GILLETTE
SOFT & DRY
Anti-Perspi rant
DEODORANT3.3 oz.
Retail $1.00 SALE 54c 
FLASH
CUBES
Pkg
12
Flashes99
FLASH
BULBS
AG1 AGM
On. of 12
Vicks New!
NYQU1L
VICKS
FORMULA 44
Extra Strength
Cough Mixture
31Reg.
4-OX. SALE1 10
$1.19
Comm in
25 TABLETS
mi.pf of Bottle of 25 88 
""lett'".
cto, nm-oornstmi
1,
7oref wrIv
CORICIDIN
COLD TABLETS
FOAMY
SURF SPRAY
SHAVE CREAM
11-0..-Reg $1 19
SALE 69c
OPEN
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday thru Sat.
12:30 to 6:30
Sundays
DRIVEWAY
REFLECTORS
LONG LASTING
EtTRA STRONG
GALVANIZED
vs'. TUBING
THESE ARE DOUBLE-FACED
RED REFLECTORS!
Cmti
57.e
DECORATIVE
ROOM SHELVING
* LARGE 90x30 SHELVES
* EXTRA DURABLE
* SPACE SAVER
STEEL UTILITY TABLE I
with
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
outlet
30" high with 3
sturdy shelves. 3•
way electrical
socket. 15" x 20"
  top. Rolls easily
  on casters. White,
  yellow or rel.
$2.97
ORIENTAL
RUGS
• RED
• ROSE
• IVORY
• GREEN
"INFANTS WEAR
Every Day Layette
Low Items Gift Sets
THURSDAY - NOVEMB
ER 6 IWO
BATHROOM SCALES
Reg. $5.95 - $2.97
GUNS and SCOPES
All Weaver Scopes at Wholesale Prices
* WINCHESTER GOLDEN SPIKE 30-30
Regular $119.95  Uncle Jeff's P
rice S92.37
* WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACT
ION
Regular $93.95  Uncle Jeff'
s Price 870-17
* MARLIN 3361 30-30 LEVER ACTION
Regular $99.95  Uncle Jeff's Pr
ice $75.17
* WINCHESTER THEODORE ROOSEVEL
T
COMMEMORATIVE, RIFLE or CARBINE
Regular $134.95   Uncle Jeff's Price $10-1.97
* WINCHESTER BUFFALO BILL, Rifle or Car
bine
Regular $129.95  Uncle Jeff's Price 899.77
* REMINGTON 870, Plain 30" Full
Regular 1109.95  Uncle Jeff's Price $85.37
* WINCHESTER 1400, Plain, 12-16-20 ga.
Regular 1154.95  Uncle Jeff's Price 8 1
 1 6.27
* WINCHESTER 1400, Vent. Rib, 12-16-20 ga.
Regular $179.95  Uncle Jeff's Price 813-1.97
* MEC 600 JR. SHOT SHELL RELOADER
Reg. 164.95. This Week End Only!   8-13.57
Men's
2-Piece
THERMAL
SUITS
Dacron Filled
'9.88
S-M -L -XL
Orlon
Filled
$688
•
FLANNEL
FAKE
FUR
MEN'S JACKET
Nylon
Laminated
S-M -L
CANVAS
GLOVES
38*
to
88*
REGULAR
DISCOUNT
S 1 99
PRICE
$3.111 yd.
$588
All
Gloves
Discount
Priced
Vinyls & Leathers
97*
to
'3.48 .4
SHIRTS
MEN'S
S M L
4
WET
LOOK (
• 100% Acetate High Sheen
• 1 to 11
• From our stock at $4.11
UNCLE JEFF'S
$
"smslOoNomal
FASHION FABRICES
* ZIPPERS
* TAPES
* TrIMS
* THREADS
*PATTERNS
* BUTTONS
*BELT KITS
* YARNS
* KNITS
* MANY ITEMS
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